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Cable's competition
is here...
Let the games begin.
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Video Fiber Optics
From One Manufacturer
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FIBER & PASSIVE NETWORK
Eliminates trunk COAX and
all standard RF amplifiers

Sumitomo Products & Services
VSB-AM

Digital

Optical Cable

Fusion Splicers

•Optical TX's

•24 NTSC or 20 BTSC per

•Full line

•Single fiber

Rack & Strand

fiber at 2.4 Gbps

High Power Lasers
•Optical RX's

•Add/drop capability
•"Overhead" for voice/data

•Matched clad VAD fibers

•Multi fiber

•FutureFlex air blown

Connectors
Construction Services

fiber system

Trunk & Bridger

4> SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

78 Alexander Drive, RTP, NC 27709, 800/358-7378, Fax 919/541-8297
Member Of The Sumitomo Electric, Ltd. Group
Blown Filter Technology invented by British Telecommunications PLC. & developed & manufactured By Sumitomo Electric Ind, Ltd..
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The Best Customers In America Deserve The Best Products.
Air.
The sophisticated dielectric of MC?
Conveys the signal faster. Undampened by
foam. Without noise. Flat.
The air enclosed in short cnambers.
Hermetically sealed. Fully bonded to outer
dielectric sleeve and center conductor.

TEC
SER\IIC

le t m

Airtight. Inner strength and outer strength.
Bending without creasing, cracking, leaking.
Wards off water. Or keeps it confined.
No migration.
20% Fewer amplifiers needed over longer
distances.
The Perfections Of Air Are Apparent
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33 The Omaha proving ground
By Roger Brown

It won't be long before cable systems and telephone companies
are hotly competing with one another, but Omaha, Neb. is shaping up as areal proving ground. Not only are the two industries
pulling out all the stops to provide new services, but the technological approaches are revealing as well.

Cable's competition
is here...
Let the games begin.
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Taking the gloves off
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38 Wireless IVIIVIDS:
Will $and compression help?
By Leslie Ellis
At arecent meeting of attorneys and financiers in New York,
wireless MMDS industry participants discussed the many reasons why that industry is poised to explode. Among the reasons
cited: nearly half abillion dollars in new financing, video compression and an increasingly favorable regulatory environment.

28 DBS: How big
is the threat?
By Leslie Ellis

Next month marks the official launch of
DirecTv's long-touted 150.channels of service
via two direct broadcast satellites beaming
signals to small, 18-inch dishes. The effort is
already backed by some $1 billion in funding.
Is it, as cable operators wonder, the "death
star" that will attract cable subscribers away
from their existing, wired service providers?
This report examines the progress of the
impending launch, with operator speculation
on its outcome.

D EPARTME
10 Color Bursts

Pac Bell plans

14 Spotlight
16 Frontline

Competition is now

50 Broadband equipment
Is demand exceeding supply?
By Leslie Ellis and Roger Brown

18 From the Headend
Internet protocol

20 Capital Currents
Shanic on

22 Fiberline

According to cable vendors and operators, myriad factors could
turn 1994 into the year of "hurry up and wait." Domestically
and internationally, cable operators are poised build more plant
at faster rates than ever before—but is there enough equipment to
support the activity? Operator plans and specific shortage areas
are defined.

Architecture patent infringement?

42 Ad Index
46 Network callhook
56 What's Ahead
57 Return Path
1-;

52 Taking alook at the Ku-band
By Dr. Ronald S. Posner, Antennas for Communications
With the launch of the FX network, cable system earth stations
will have to be able to "see" Hughes' Galaxy 7hybrid C-/ Kuband satellite to pull down the programming and pass it along
to viewers. This article discusses the various methods that can
be used to view this new class of cable birds.
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Low
file
Standard program, with features
like a 7-year service policy, life-

Need a little extra space at the
headend? Before you knock out a
wall, raise your standards and

time loaner program and technical-assistance hotline.
For a brochure proving the

upgrade your racks with the
remarkable new high-quality,

Standard Agile IRD II can offer
extras like factory calibrated out-

WESICOTT

low-profile Standard Agile IRD II.
With the Agile IRD II, you'll get
afull-featured, frequency agile,
C/Ku satellite receiver and acom-

put levels for simplified installation and operations, call (800)
745-2445.
We'll show you how to get high

mercial VideoCiphee descrambler. You'll get them meticulously
integrated into an MSO-approved

performance ... and still keep a
low profile.

package only 1.75" tall. And you
won't give up anything.
The Agile IRD II gives you rock-

Raise your standards.

Standard

solid loo KHz PLL tuning
accuracy and easy access to C or

@Communications

Ku bands and all scrambled cable
programming. More importantly,
it gives you 70 MHz I.F., dual

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
(310) 532-5300
(800) 745-2445
FAX: (800) 722-2329 (U.S.)

down-converter circuitry, and
superb specs for textbook video,
even in areas of high terrestrial
interference.
The Agile IRD II, also gives you

FAX: (310) 532-0397 (Intl & CA)

=— =

Represented in Canada by:
DGH Communication Systems Ltd.
Scarborough, Ontario •(416) 499-4746

easy access to the unique Gold
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COMPLETE FIBER SOLUTIONS FROM REGIONAL HEADEND TO THE SUBSCRIBER
American Lightwave Systems Inc.
is the fastest growing company in
the video fiber optic hdustry. As a
division of ADC Telecommunications, the nation's eighth largest
telecommunications company,
our sales are approximately S400
million annually. With our experience in CATV, alternative access
and telephony, we design fully
integrated fiber optic solutions for

4,01.

the global communications industry.
When you need full services and
advanced network capabilities in
a single solution, there is only one
manufacturer that can deliver
today: American Lightwave
Systems. We have your solution for
high quality digital video headend
interconnects, 750 MHz VSB/AM/
QAM delivery and fiber and
coaxial cable management

Lib AMERICAN L1GHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

systems. For alternate access, we
have DS1-DS3 and cost effective
003 systems. Our Homewon<
enhanced telephony system will
provide you future seamless
migration to advanced services
using your existing cable system.
•

s

•

With American Lightwave Systems
as your partner for advanced
networks today, the future is real.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 (203,

Domestic and international Soles Offices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginfi

FUTURE I
SREAL

DV6000 - /DV6010 - Digital Video System
Homeworx - 750 MHz AM/QAM Transport System
Soneplex - DS1/DS3 Transport System
CityCell - Cellular Telephone Transport
Fiber and Coaxial Cable
Management Systems
Not pictured:
SMAF;T-NETT - Status Monitoring,
PixelNet - Multipoint Video Conferencing,
FN 6000 - Video Transmission Systems
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PacBell plans broadband upgrade;
interactive TV tests next on agenda
The newest focal point of the information
superhighway trials has expanded to include
the high-tech Silicon Valley of California
with announcements from Pacific Telesis
Video Services that it is: 1) planning to spend
$16 billion to upgrade its narrowband telephony network into ahybrid fiber/coax
broadband network; 2) testing interactive television in conjunction with AT&T; and 3)
building an interactive video system that will
deliver programming on-demand via HewlettPackard video servers in four California communities.
The Silicon Valley joins northern Virginia
and the Orlando, Fla. area as key test sites of
true video on demand. In Virginia, Bell
Atlantic will go head-to-head with Jones in
Alexandria and GTE plans to offer multimedia
services with AT&T in Manassas; Time
Warner, meanwhile, plans to offer afull array
of interactive services in Orlando. The Silicon
Valley now will have both Viacom Cable in
Castro Valley and PacTel in Milpitas offering
movies on demand and other, more advanced
services.
The key to understanding what is happening in the PacTel trials is to think of them as
two different approaches: one that explores

the full possibilities of the electronic superhighway (Milpitas) and another that intends to
capitalize on offering movies on demand. This
latter approach involves placing an HP video
server in San Diego, Orange County, Los
Angeles and Silicon Valley by early 1995.
They are both components to the larger
"California First" initiative that calls for the
RBOC to bring broadband capability to more
than half of the 9million homes it services in
California.
Placement of the HP servers in the four
population centers reflects PTVS' belief that
video on demand is areal business opportunity. "This is not atechnology test or amarket
experiment; it is the actual introduction of
interactive video services for the California
mass market," said Lee Camp, president and
CEO of PTVS.
The Milpitas trial, however, intends to discern which other futuristic, interactive services will be embraced by consumers. "This
trial will test what is possible with the new
communications superhighway," said Camp.
"We will learn consumer preferences fir services and the look and feel of interactive TV."
The Milpitas trial will rely on AT&T
Network Systems's ATM switch, prototype

Figurel: AT&T/Pacific Telesis Video Services
trial network

Pacific Telesis
Video Services
San Ramon, CA

Authoring
workstation
lab

AT&T
Pleasanton, CA

AT&T
Video Server.
ATM switch

DS-3

High-speed
digital transport
Pacific Telesis
Video Services
Milpitas, CA

Headend

PacificBell
Fiber/coax
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set-top boxes and software. AT&T's digital
production facility, digitization technology
and content authoring tools will be used to
adapt content.
Meanwhile, in Manassas, Va., GTE will
utilize the same AT&T switch as well as
AT&T servers to test interactive video services, starting at the end of this year (pending
government approval). By mid-I995, the company hopes to have more than 1,000 subscribers.
GTE will test the system over its hybrid
fiber/coax network. The two companies plan
to upgrade the network over time to the new
SONET-based technology developed by
AT&T.

GTE selects ADC;
ADC adopts VSB

In addition to working with AT&T in
Virginia to test interactive video, GTE
Telephone Operations has selected ADC
Telecommunications to integrate voice, data
and video over asingle network to support a
new tariffed service, called Multimedia Data
Service, which is designed to provide ATMlike services that use well-known protocols
like Ethernet and Token Ring.
GTE plans to kick off the new service in
four southeastern regions, ultimately expanding it to its 12 largest markets. Potential customers identified by GTE include hospitals
(X-ray and file transfer), businesses (videoconferencing), schools (Internet) and courts
(remote arraignments).
ADC created aMultimedia Systems
Research &
AT&T Bell Labs Configuration Group to help companies like
development center,
Murray Hill, NJ GTE enter these businesses. The group will
ATM switch
develop custom systems based on its fiber
optic multiplexer, aDS-3 fiber loop converter
OC-3, OC-12
and an FM multichannel video transmission
system.
Digital production
The system supports and environment that
AT&T
studio. Operations
Manhattan, NY resembles abroadband ISDN world while prohub, ATM switch
viding amethod for upgrading to ATM and
SONET based networks of the future, according to ADC officials.
Additionally, ADC announced that it plans
to integrate Zenith Electronic Corp.'s 16-VSB
Consumer Homes
video compression technology into its
Milpitas, CA
"Homeworx" loop access platform, to provide
Set-top box
an integrated solution for delivering video dial
tone and other digital services.
ADC plans to use the 16-VSB technology
to modulate digital signals for transport
between video servers and the Zenith digital
set-top. The two companies have also discussed possibly joint marketing and develop-
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THE FOCAL POINT
FOR CONVERGENCE

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
At Scientific-Atlanta, we're developing some of the most advanced interactive multimedia
communications products in the industry From MPEG-based digital set-tops to interactive
network systems architectures, Scientific-Atlanta leads new product development efforts for
abroad range of exciting, multimedia delivery services.
As aresult, we offer awide array of broadband communications capabilities addressing
the following areas:
• MPEG Digital Set-Top Terminals
• MPEG Digital Video Compression
• Integrated Headends
• MPEG Digital Storage and Retrieval
• Fiber Optics

• Distribution Equipment
•Telecommunications
• Interdiction
• Digital Audio

Call (800) 722-2009 or (404) 903-6806 for more information.
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Scientific
Atlanta

• C OLOR B URSTS
ing an end-to-end network solution for service
providers.

Bell Atlantic chooses
set-top box vendors

Bell Atlantic has chosen the vendors that
will develop set-top terminals to deliver interactive video services to subscribers. The vendors chosen include IBM, apartnership
between Philips Digital Videocommunications
and Compression Labs, and aconsortium of
DiviCom, MicroWare and EURODEC.
The set-tops will be used initially in Bell
Atlantic's market test of Stargazer on-demand
service, which is scheduled to begin within
the next six months. They will also be used in
the Washington, D.C. area in the latter half of
the year, where Stargazer will be commercially rolled out.
The set-tops will include amicroprocessor
based on the Motorola 68000 series (with
future migration to PowerPC planned) and will
contain about 2megabytes of memory, MPEG
decompression capability, on-screen graphics
capability and air-mouse type remote control.
One day prior to that announcement, Bell
Atlantic said it formed an alliance with Oracle
Corp. to jointly develop and market interactive multimedia software and services. Bell
Atlantic said it intends to deploy Oracle's
software, systems and services as the platform
for its Stargazer on-demand programming
roll-out. In addition, the companies intend to
license the software to other telecommunications and cable-TV companies.
Bell Atlantic's stated goal is to develop and
deploy acommercially viable system for
delivering interactive multimedia services. It
intends to work with video dial tone providers
to deliver the service to viewers and couple it
with the Stargazer navigational system and a
combination of symmetrical microprocessor
and massively parallel computers, which will
be provided as part of the Oracle agreement.
The Oracle software has been designed to
operate on avariety of computers and operating
systems. Massively parallel computers string
together thousands of microprocessors, each of
which has its own communications pathway
out of the string. The result is apowerful system that avoid congested pathways that plague
traditional computers and limit their use in providing services like video on demand.

FiberVision gets nod
on Hartford overbuild

FiberVision Corp. last month won preliminary franchise approval to build a$30 million,

12

Optics Corp. bought out that company's construction engineering division and created a
new company called Network Construction
Services that installs voice, data and video
networks. Fred Strohmeyer at (910) 855-3950
was named president of the new company,
which is based in Greensboro, N.C. ...
Scientific-Atlanta's portable, briefcase-sized
satellite earth station has been approved by
Inmarsat to offer voice and fax services, the
only such device to gain approval for both
services ...Ericsson Network Systems and
Reliance Comm/Tec have formed ateam to
define, develop and implement video-ondemand field trials in the U.S. The deal
brings together Ericsson's ATM switching
expertise with Reliance's digital loop carrier
and fiber optics experience. The team will be
based in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area ... A new
interactive entertainment information system
for broadband TV is being developed by
MN! Interactive (formerly MusicNet Inc.) to
make it easier for consumers to select and
purchase entertainment products. Although
details are few, MNI says it will "guide consumers through the maze of entertainment
product choices by developing an interactive
cable service that combines asophisticated
interface, personalized guidance and recommendations, product sampling and promotions". .. AT&T Network Systems is taking
orders for anew low cost ATM system that
operates at 2.48 Gbps that can be used by
smaller service providers to enter the ATM
game or as an "edge vehicle" in larger ATM
networks. The scalable system will be ready
for shipment in June. AT&T also consolidated all its ATM products under asingle
umbrella term: Globeview-2000 Broadband
System ... Remember those expensive
Sprucer set-tops that Garden State Cable in
Cherry Hill, N.J. bought about 10 years ago?
Cable Television Laboratories has issued
About 90,000 of them are still in use—and will
arequest for information on equipment and
be for some time. A computer software comsystems that can be used to provide telecompany called Intermetrics upgraded the conmunications services over acable TV nettrollers to allow Garden State to add fiber to
work. The RFI seeks info on providing three
its cable plant and to speed up PPV ordering.
services over cable plant: video telephony at
..The Fibre Channel Association has dourates up to 1.5 Mbps; POTS; and high-speed
bled its membership since forming last
data services. Responses must be received at
the CableLabs offices by 5p.m. March 10 ... autumn. The association is developing technology for high-speed data applications such
Many cable system upgrades now underway
as mass storage interconnection and workstaare being spaced for 750 MHz gear, but few
tion clustering that will complement ATM
are actually installing the electronics.
and other data transfer technologies. The
However, Simmons Cable TV in Madison,
group now has 40 members, most of which
Ind. is the first Jerrold customer to install 750
MHz amps in its 130-mile rebuild. Simmons
are computer firms ...The Sega Channel (a
joint venture between TCI and Time Warner
officials say they opted to go with 750 MHz
Cable) will use the interactive technology
equipment now because it will allow them to
developed by Interactive Network Inc. to
open areturn path and prepare for
digital/interactive TV ... Several former
test interactive game delivery to several U.S.
markets later this year ...
CED
employees of Sumitomo Electric Fiber

750 MHz cable television network in the six
Connecticut towns of Bloomfield, East
Hartford, Hartford, Simsbury, West Hartford
and Windsor. The overbuild will pass 135,000
homes in that region.
The Connecticut State Department of
Public Utility Control granted the preliminary
approval, and promised to issue afinal decision by mid-February. Three other
FiberVision franchises, representing 315,000
more households in Bridgeport, New Britain
and New Haven, Conn., are pending. In total,
the metro Hartford, Bridgeport, New Britain
and New Haven projects represent acapital
outlay of $94 million, said Karen Jannon, VP
of marketing and public affairs for
FiberVision.
DPUC officials said the Hartford approval
enables residents in that area to "have an
opportunity to select acable operator to provide service to their homes." FiberVision will
begin construction of its fiber-to-the-feeder,
500-home node architecture in the Hartford
franchise by mid-year. Bandwidth expansion
to 500 or more channels via digital video
compression technology will be added as it
becomes available.
FiberVision will link schools within each
franchise with fiber optic cable, providing
interactive networking capabilities within the
regions.
"Competing against the established cable
TV operator will be achallenge," said
Jarmon. "But by delivering excellence in picture quality, customer service and programming and by offering customers achoice in
their cable service, we think we can attract
and keep them."

Jottings
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CATCH
ARISING.
STAR.

o

There's anew star on the horizon of broadband multimedia networking. And it's on the
rise in the cable industry right now. We're Northern Telecom, and we're ready to help you launch
into the new universe of cable networking.
We're known as the people who pioneered digital communications, designing and building
equipment for customer networks in over 80 countries worldwide. And now, we're
helping multimedia pioneers establish broadband systems with ahost of products to give them a
competitive edge. Including SONET solutions, broadband multimedia switches (ATM), products
for video, voice, PCS and data services, fiber management and back-office systems.
So catch all you can from astar that's rising fast. Call 1-800-NORTHERN, ext. 400, today
to receive more information and abrochure on the new universe of cable networking.

net

northern

112112[0111
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A MOLE NEW UNIVERSE OF CABLE NETWORKING.
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SPOTLIGHT

O

nce upon aTulsa time, on aDecember morning
many years ago, the Johnson family gathered next to
the Christmas tree to open their gifts. Young Steve
Johnson, afourth-grader at the time,
spied apackage with his name and
eagerly ripped off the colored paper.
Inside was abrand new crystal radio
set. Steve was ecstatic, and immediately started to assemble it. (Steve's parents, while pleased at his obvious
delight, were alittle dismayed when he
was reluctant to leave the radio and
open the rest of his gifts.)
So began alifetime love of communications for Johnson, now asenior
project engineer for Time Warner
Cable. He's the kind of guy who occasionally goes on "hidden transmitter
hunts" with local amateur radio friends
to track down apropagating signal
emanating from ahidden, battery-operated VHF transmitter.
An avid ham radio operator—he tested for his FCC license while in high
school—Johnson is the unofficial keeper
of the nearly 600 known ham operators
within the cable industry. It's not at all
unusual to find him carving tracks
down aColorado ski slope while talking to friends on aportable ham radio;
even his business card sports his ham
license number.

Johnson:
Cable
TV's RF
wizard

By Leslie Ellis

14

Definitely not ageek
On the other hand, though, there's no pocket protector or duct-taped glasses on this guy. An avid bicyclist
and athlete, Johnson pedals away some 3,500 miles per
year on amountain bike that is often perched atop his
car, awaiting alunchtime ride.
An active industry participant, Johnson is Time
Warner's representative on the NCTA Engineering
Committee. Within the SC'I'E, Johnson currently cochairs the group's EBS subcommittee and is aformer
officer of the Rocky Mountain chapter. In January,
Johnson was again elected treasurer of the chapter. "I
guess Ididn't learn the first time," Johnson laughs.
Johnson says his interest in cable started in 1967,
when he read an article about the industry in an electronics magazine. "I thought it'd be neat to get into,
but never realized at the time I'd really end up here,"
Johnson recalls.
Actually, the cable industry sort of "discovered"
Johnson. While studying for his B.S. degree in electrical engineering technology at Oklahoma State
University, he turned in an application to alocal office
supplies store. He was rejected for that job, but an
insightful personnel manager told him to return after he
graduated. "It was ironic—he told me that they had a
cable company called LVO Cable in Tulsa, and that I

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN

should come back after Ifinished school. Idid, and
they hired me as acorporate project engineer."
Johnson started with LVO in 1974 and stayed there
for ayear during asomewhat tumultuous transition to
new owner United Cable. In 1975 he left, foreseeing a
layoff, and dabbled in the oil field for acouple years.
All the while, though, he kept in close contact with his
former colleagues at United. In 1977, Johnson rejoined
the firm in its new Denver headquarters.
While at United, Johnson undertook what he
describes as his largest engineering undertaking: the
addition of mid-band and superband channels to 20
headends sprinkled between Illinois and Texas, all
within afour-month timeframe. (The logistics of the
project, Johnson says, are second only to the recent
planning of his wife's surprise 40th birthday party.)
In the mid-'80s, Johnson got the itch to do his own
thing, and so started his own company—Johnson
Consulting. "How's that for an original name?"
Johnson laughs. During that period, he moved to West
Palm Beach to follow business opportunities there.
"Ultimately, Idecided that while consulting had been
fun, it was time to get areal job again," Johnson
recalls. He soon after hired on with ATC (now Time
Warner Cable).
He says his biggest projects there have been signal
leakage control and, more recently, his work with Time
Warner's Telecommunications Division to develop
spread-spectrum PCN technology for the company's
Full Service Network project in Orlando, Fla. His role
in the upcoming PCN tests is to ensure that the custom-made spread spectrum system, developed by San
Diego-based Qualcomm, is compatible with the
advanced network.
"We'll be testing different power levels, different
antenna heights, ranges and the hand-offs between
cells," Johnson says of the tests. In the trial, 20 of
Qualcomm's 1.9 GHz telephone handsets will be dispersed to Time Warner staffers. The handsets transmit
the telephone traffic to amicrocell, where it is converted into the 850 MHz to 1GHz return band. After being
converted, the traffic travels to Time Warner's headend, where it ties into the telephone network.

Germany-bound
The PCN tests in Orlando will take place in April
and May—which is agood thing, because the Johnsons
are scheduled to bike 400 miles from Munich to
Vienna in July. The German trip will be the Johnsons'
third such vacation; in preparation, he and his wife,
Dona (who also is amember of the cable industry as
an executive with Cable Audit Associates), are taking
German lessons at alocal community college. He and
Dona each own aroad bike, amountain bike and share
atandem bike.
No tropical beaches for these two. Two years ago,
they biked for two weeks through New Zealand; last
year they pedaled through Alaska. Next year?
"China," Johnson says, smiling. CIED
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Uninterruptible Power for
Converging Technologies
•Uninterruptible Output Power

Provides reliable powering in the 3to 15 Amp range

•Fully Modular Design

Allows easy service and upgrades

Alpha introduced uninterruptible power to cable in 1986.
The XP Series has since become Alpha's premier
CableUPSTM power supply and the world standard in
uninterruptible power for cable distribution. The reason
for the XP's popularity is simple. It delivers clean,
reliable, uninterruptible power that keeps your system
operational and your customers happy.

Canada
Alpha Technologies
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
Fax: (604) 430-8908

For maximum battery life and performance

•Plug-in Logic Upgrades

Provide both parallel &serial status monitoring

•Alpha's Proven Reliability

With tens of thousands in use throughout the world

For more information on the Alpha XP Series, call:

1-800-421-8089

With sales and service offices throughout the world
United States
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

•Temp-Compensated Battery Charging

United Kingdom
Alphatec
5The Astra Centre,
Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 2BE
Tel: 44-279-422110
Fax: 44-279-423355

Germany
Alphatechnic
Hansastrasse 8
D-91126 Schwabach
Germany
Tel: 49-9122-997303
Fax: 49-9122-997321
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Middle East
Alphatec
P.O. Box 6468
Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: 357-5-375675
Fax: 357-5-359595
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ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

The World Leader in Cable TV &
Telecommunications Power Solutions.

• FROM THE HEADEND
L

ast month, we examined the International Standards
Organization's (ISO) model for computer-to-computer
communication, called the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.
Even though the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is
such an open standard and has become
the de-facto communications protocol
for the Internet today, it is not actually
based on the OSI model. This month
we'll examine some of the characteristics and history of TCP/IP.

Internet
protocol
and
standards

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable
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Kang, Minho, Broadband
Telecommunications
Technology, Artech House,
Boston, 1993.
4. op.cit., DATAPRO, pp
106-107.
5. op.cit., Minoli, p. 631.
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Alittle history

The OSI model is arelatively recent
development. While work on the model
was actually begun in 1977 under the
guidance of ISO Technical Committee
97, Subcommittee 16, it wasn't until
1984 that the OSI Basic Reference
Model was to become an international
standard.' In the meantime, in the early
and mid 1970s, the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
funded work to develop network standards detailing how dissimilar computers should communicate, as well as a
set of standards for interconnecting dissimilar networks and also for routing
information. 2 This was accomplished
separately, during the early stages of
development of the OSI model.
The resulting protocols were known as TCP and IP,
and acquired their current form in the late 1970s, prior
to the standardization of the OSI reference model. It
was during this time-frame that TCP/IP became such a
huge commercial success and became the de-facto
standard for internetworking. TCP/IP's commercial
success is sometimes attributed to three primary factors: I. Low cost microprocessor and memory technology that enabled such aset of protocols to be cost
effectively embedded in just about any type of computer product; 2. The fact that DARPA funded the integration of TCP/IP into the University of California at
Berkeley's UNIX operating system, thereby ensuring
wide distribution; and 3. That it was an "open system,"
free of license charges and available to any applications programmer on request.
Since TCP/IP was completed during the early stages
of development of the OSI model (the ARPANET
completed its transition to TCP/IP in 1983), it does not
include protocols at all of the various layers of the
model. Even so, alarge portion of the functionality of
the OSI model is included in the TCP/IP set of protocols, 3 and TCP/IP has therefore become the glue that
holds the Internet together. In essence, TCP is alayer 4
(transport layer) protocol which ensures the integrity of
the data, while IP is alayer 3(network) protocol which
actually routes and delivers the data.

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN

What each one does
TCP is responsible for error checking, detecting lost
or out-of-sequence information or duplicate information, and flow control to prevent afast or powerful user
from "swamping" another less powerful user. It is also
responsible for status and synchronization control,
which includes the ability to make and break connections, and the ability to signal an unusual event such as
an interrupt. 4
IP is responsible for the creation and
launching/recovery within the network of an individually addressed data packet, known as a"datagram."
With adatagram, each individual information element
is addressed to its destination and then launched into
the network and routed by the best available path to the
destination. This is accomplished without any fixed
route specified by the originating computer.
This can either be accomplished through the use of
"routing tables" at each node, where acomparison is
made of the individually addressed packet to aset of
tables to determine the optimum route that it should
send the packet as it winds its way to its destination, or
by having every node that receives adatagram
relaunch that datagram on all of its available output
lines regardless of the destination.
Note that, depending upon the instantaneous status
of the entire network, various datagrams intended for
the same destination might take amultitude of different
paths through the network and could therefore arrive
(depending upon the distance traveled by each packet)
at the destination out of sequence. The IP protocol is
also required to correct such asituation.
The TCP/IP header is usually 20 to 24 bytes in
length, which is somewhat inefficient as protocol standards go, with the IP header preceding the TCP header
in the protocol stack. Because of its perceived inefficiency, and because of the industry's apparent movement toward amore "perfect" OSI implementation,
there are some who say TCP/IP's days are numbered.
If true, the widespread proliferation of this "standard"
will certainly mean avery slow death.
TCP/IP is the de-facto protocol standard for communications on the Internet and has been implemented on just about every type of computer known. It has
been recognized by the industry as arobust, reliable
set of protocols that has withstood the test of time. As
of the beginning of 1990, TCP/IP was the most widely used, vendor independent set of communications
protocols in commercial use. 5 As we continue to
investigate the network and equipment requirements
for access to the Internet via the CATV plant, TCP/IP
will always operate in the background, (usually resident on hardware/firmware/software on our PC) to
ensure the integrity of the data, and to route and
deliver datagrams through the network. It operates
independently of the host computer's architecture or
its performance with both higher-level (applications
level) and lower-level (data-link and physical)
protocols. CIED
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We're not just talking about tomorrow. We're developing the platform, today.
There are those who believe "interactive technology"
is afascinating concept that exists only in the
imagination. But at Jerrold/GI, we're not only designing
this technology, we're building the platform that will
serve as the foundation for the future of cable W.
For example, our arrangement with Microsoft and
Intel is to develop the next generation of addressable
converters — small wonders that will manage,
manipulate, and navigate through vast amounts of
information — all at the touch of abutton.
With applications like personalized electronic
program guides, specialized information and shopping,

and enhanced programming, Jerrold/GI has the
technology to give your subscribers exactly what they're
looking for.
The electronic superhighway is well beyond the
concept stage, and Jerrold/GI is charting the course on
this amazing path. So if it's the future you're eager for,
look to the leader in interactive digital technology —
look to Jerrold/General Instrument.

eGeneral

Instrument

For more information on Jerrold products and technologies, call 1-800-523-6678 (in the U.S.). 215-674-4800 (outside the U.S.), or fax 215-956-6497 (anywhere).
Circle Reader Service No. 10
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FIBER LINE

Are IVISOs that use
youcri:::: fiber violating
someone's patent?
Atiorner at Law
0 ,Brick Ave.
•'re 2011
S;i

Florida

elab ie

Denvee'

By Roger Brown
Some cable system operators have received letters from
aMiami, Fla. law firm offering
to discuss afiber optic patent
it says may have been
violated by several cable
companies.
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able television system operators who have upgraded
their networks with fiber optics in abackbone or fiberto-the-feeder architecture have capitalized on atechnology that offers improved pictures, less degradation,
more bandwidth and reduced maintenance costs while
simultaneously splitting their networks into "pockets"
of subscribers, making the network perfect for emerging interactive services.
But they may have also violated apatent.
At least that's the contention of Intellectual Property
Development, aMiami, Fla.-based company that is
seeking licenses from cable companies that have
installed such fiber technology in systems located
around the country.
Intellectual Property Development says cable companies have been in violation of U.S. patent number
4,135,202, which was filed on March 12, 1976 and
granted on Jan. 16, 1979. In the patent, inventor Albert
E. Cutler, who at that time was employed by
Rediffusion Inc., aBritish technology company, outlined specific methods in which fiber optics could be
used to distribute cable television signals to clusters of
subscribers. Although the experimental work that took
place at that time didn't pan out, the cable industry was
able to deploy such systems over the past few years as
CEO : C OMMUNICATIO NS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

advances in optoelectronics made it possible.
"Clearly, cable operators should have known about
this (patent), due to the fact that it's on file in the
patent office," notes Howard Krass of the Nortman &
Bloom law firm of Miami, who represents Intellectual
Property Development. "I'd be astonished if they didn't know this technology was patented."
It is unclear just how many cable MSOs have been
contacted to discuss alicensing arrangement, but at
least three of the biggest companies in the U.S. have
been approached, including TeleCommunications Inc., Time
Warner and Continental
Cablevision. Predictably, the
three companies have little to
say about the subject, other
than they take it seriously and
that they are evaluating the
license claim.
According to anews
story from The Miami
Herald that ran last fall,
Intellectual Property is
asking each company for
2.5 percent of its gross
annual revenues in
exchange for alicense. If
that is true, license fees
for the Top 10 MSOs
would be about $275 million.
However, that figure is hotly contested by Krass.
"That number is incomprehensible," says Krass. "I
don't know who arrived at that number. We clearly
will settle for alot less than that. We're trying to
license this technology without resorting to litigation."
'Crass says adollar figure that high would have provoked immediate litigation from the MS0s. "If we
wanted that, we might as well have sued from day
one," he adds. However, if litigation comes about,
'Crass says his firm is "prepared and equipped to do
that."

Where the patent's been
The patent rights were purchased by Intellectual
Property for an unspecified sum from Arthur Andersen
Co., which gained possession of the patent following
the death of British publishing mogul Robert Maxwell,
who drowned amid mysterious circumstances while
sailing off the Canary Islands in 1991. Andersen is one
of several companies that has been contracted to liquidate Maxwell's multi-billion-dollar estate.
Maxwell reportedly purchased the patent from
Rediffusion in 1985. Although much speculation surrounds the reason why Maxwell never brought the
patent to public attention, Krass believes he held onto
it because he anticipated using it himself, knowing that
such technology would be invaluable during the development of future communications infrastructures.
Others speculate that Maxwell recognized the potential
for an economic windfall and was simply waiting until
M ARCH
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Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.
Circle Reader Service No. 12

If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.

Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

1-800-551-3790
Lectro Products, Inc
420 Athena Drive •Athens, GA 30601
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Several inquiries
The National Cable Television Association
reports receiving several inquiries related to
the licensing requests from its member companies but, as of press time, had yet to get a
legal opinion on the matter. The subject has
been the focal point of several discussions
between engineers, however.
Naturally, people are looking for ways to
invalidate the rights claim. Industry veterans
are scrambling to find technical articles that
were published before Dec. 3, 1973, which
would allow them to claim the information in
the patent was already publicly available.
(Although the patent was filed with the
U.S. patent office on March 12, 1976, the
patent was first filed in the U.K. on Dec. 3,
1973. Because the U.S. apparently recognizes
filings with the U.K. patent office, this earlier
date becomes the benchmark.)

Prior work
Many point to aJune 1973 NCTA
Technical Paper as evidence this information

was already publicly known. The article,
"Optical Waveguides—Future Cable for
CATV," was published in the convention transcripts by W. Bart Bielawski of Corning Glass
Works, which had developed away to manufacture fiber cable and was attempting to
develop markets for the product. The threepage article broadly outlines how fiber waveguides can be used to transfer information
over cable TV networks via LED or laser
transmitters and photo diode receivers.
The article points out fiber's benefits
(increased bandwidth, low attenation, small
size and weight), its state of development and
limitations caused by alack of adequate input
and output devices. The article also shows a
schematic of avideo link used to transmit
video over a1,000-foot waveguide.
!Crass, however, discounts the article, saying it shows afiber-to-the-home application.
"We looked at that (paper)," says Krass, who
contends the patent covers alternative delivery
methods, similar to the ones in widespread use
today.
Clearly, other research related to the transmission of video over lightguide was performed prior to the 1973 date. For example,

GET READY FOR FOX
ON GALAXY VII
a.

Manufactures 3.7, 5& 7Meter Antennas,
Multi-sat Feeds,
Dual Beam Retrofits and
High Interference
Rejection Horns

ANTENNAS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Archer Taylor or Malarkey-Taylor Associates
was hired by Coming to determine the feasibility of such anetwork. However, the work
and the reports that were generated were proprietary and not germain to the patent claim.
Taylor says aWashington, D.C. law firm is
already examining the patent and its claims.
Krass, however, says he wants to avoid litigation. "We're not shooting first and asking
questions later," Krass notes. "But it's our
position that an MS0 utilizing afiber optic
backbone with distribution stations (is)
infringing on our patent."
Given the dollar amount Intellectual
Property is seeking for alicense, most
observers anticipate litigation will be the end
result of this situation. If that occurs, nearly
anything can happen, says Taylor "The courts
are not always consistent" in its patent rulings,
he says. "It's avery tricky situation."
Others say squabbles like this point out
the shortcoming of the U.S. patent process,
noting that the patent office often grants
patents to inventors for devices or concepts
that are already relatively well known, leaving it up to the court system to settle such
conundrums. CIED

When
Quality
Counts,
Count
On RMS.

Antennas for
Communications
Telephone (904) 687-4121
Fax (904) 687-1203
350 Cypress Road, Ocala, FL 34472

RMS

ELECTRONICS,INC.
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For performance tenability
in your cable system,
depend on RMS. For over
fifty ears RMS has been
committed to providing
the cable television
industry with the highest
quality parts and excellent

eensuring reduced
mthitenance and
costs for you.
Don't

anything less

than RMS in your system.
call today for our full
preç_s,catdlog.

1 1H
ay
Secaucus, NJ 07694
Phone: 201-601-9191
FAX:'201-601-0011
Toll Free: 800-223-8312
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such networks were built before bringing
about patent infringement lawsuits.

How To GIVE
THE RIGHT P
EOPLE THE
WRONG S
IGNALS.

As acable operator, you want
to give your subscribers the best
picture and programming. But you
don't want to give anything away.
That's why the Pioneer BA-9000 addressable converter
provides line-by-line digital signal security coupled with
Dynamic Picture Shift (DPS) encoding.
An established leader in cable system security, Pioneer
knows the importance of asecure revenue stream, as well
as the value of revenue enhancing options like Near-

Video-On-Demand.
You'll find they're avaluable part of the BA-9000,
along with icon-driven onscreen menuing, backwards
compatibility and afuture expansion port. So give your
revenue stream and yourself afeeling of security by calling
Pioneer -the right people to help you send the
(
1
1) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment
wrong signals.

01994 Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc., Business Systems Dvision, 600 E. Crescent Ave., Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 1827, (2(11) 327 6400
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We stand
behind our
Quality Products.

Jack Sachs
President

TALK STRAIGHT ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS.
At SACHS we guaranty you high standards and our
relentless pursuit to satisfy your needs.
SACHS STANDARD FOR
MATERIAL & PROTECTIVE COATING
Service
life,
years

LEOEINIE)
Made of high quality steel and are hot
dip galvanized in accordance to
ASTM A153 specifications or in
mechanical galvanizing in accordance
to ASTM B695-91 specifications

2

Made of high quality galvanized steel
type Z-600 in accordance to
ASTM-A525 specifications
Made of high quality "galvalume"steel
type AZ-150 in accordance to
ASTM-A792 specifications

4

Made of high grade aluminium alloy
grades 1100/5052 in accordance to
QQ-A-250 specifications

5

Made of high quality stainless steel
grades 300/400 series per
A151 specifications

•

RURAL 111 INDUSTRIAL

MARINE

Sterling

Kure Beech NC

Detroit MI

Forest N.Y.

*Supplementary yellow zinc
chromate per QQ-Z-325 TYPE H
Prepared fl:

Mech.
Plating
HDG on steel

Z600*
AZ150
(ASTM A525) (ASTM A792)

Al
um
Alloy 5052/1100
QQ-A-250

siirs

Steel
A.I.
300/400 series

Service life on all SACHS products can be upgraded above the listed
SACHS STANDARDS, upon request

itadivoirvic

Sonnets: Zinc institute Inc
Macilermid, aSpecialty Chemical.,
nofasco. Galvalurne steel

EMBRIIII
Toll-Free for

information on Sachs
Universal Guarantees

SACIl B®

and Sachs Products.

Canada Inc.
PUANT AND CORPORATE OFFICE

1-800-829-7224

Dorval, Quelux
1
19P 1G4
Tel.: (514) 636-6560
Fax: (514) 631-4306

,

•\

1-800-267-2247 ,1\\
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Sachs Communications Inc.
PLANT AND TRAINING CENTER
211 Stonewall Street
Cartersville, Georgia
30120
Tel.: (404) 382-4114
Fax: (404) 386-5482

Thanks to our new fiber optic coating, wine isn't
the only thing that actually improves with age.
untold headaches years down the line, AFC3 coated
fiber actually improves. It grows stronger More durable.
And maintains its flexibility.
So strip it. Splice it. And flex it, again and again.
With the highest aged static fatigue and tensile strength
performance values in the industry, AFC3 can take it.
To learn more about the fiber optic cable that
improves with age, call Alcatel at 1
800 729 3737
For anyone who depends on the future reliability of
fiber optic cable, AFC3 promises to make every year
avery good year.

AFC3 fiber coating system keeps Alcatel fiber
strong and strippable decades after installation.
Installing fiber optic cable today is just the beginning. The true test of afiber will be how well it
responds to flexing, stripping and splicing tomorrow.
That's why Alcatel now offers anew vintage
of our Unitubel,' Loose Tube, and UniribbonTM cable
with AFC3 protected fiber.
Unlike other coating systems that deteriorate with
age and the stress of harsh environments, causing
V

ALCATEL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLE

P.O. Box 39 Claremont, NC 28610 -0039
Circle Reader Service No. 32
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Alcatel Telecommunications Cable

C OVER STORY
programming and equipment in rural areas,
company officials say. Also targeted: TVRO
distributors Echosphere Corp., CSS Distributing, DSI Distributing, Earth Terminal TV, Ltd.
and Warren Companies. Through the latter
agreement, satellite dealers nationwide will
have access to marketing support, advertising,
display materials and training from the five
distributors.
Does DirecTV have all the bases covered?

DirecTv thinks so. Cable operators think not.
"The cable industry essentially has an office in
every city," says Joe Van Loan, senior vice
president of engineering for Cablevision Industries.
"If something breaks, you dial anumber and
somebody comes to fix it. With DBS, what
happens if something goes wrong? Do you
have to mail it in somewhere and wait for a
loaner?"

We've got you covered...

4
1
vr,,

Channell Enclosures
for Fiber

Who's in the
DirecTv game?
Hughes Space and Communications
Co.—Building two high-power, HS 601
series DBS satellites which will ultimately sit in aco-located position
around 101° WL.
DirecTv—The kingpin of the highstakes direct broadcast satellite venture, DirecTv is asubsidiary of Hughes
Communications, which in turn is a
subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics.
General Motors owns Hughes Electronics. Home plate for DirecTv: Castle
Rock, Colo.
Thomson Consumer Electronics—Designing and manufacturing the digital
satellite system, which consists of an
18-inch dish, an IRD and aremote control.

Free breathing and heat
dissipation (hi C-.)enclosures for your outside
plant fiber optic electronic
equipment. Available now
from Channell—the
world's largest manufacturer of thermoplastic
enclosures for buried
plant installations.

30

CHANNELL
COMMERCAL

CORPORATION

North America:
800/423-1863 •909/694-q160 •FAX :909/694-9170
I
nternational Offices:
Canada
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751 •FAX :
416/567-6756
United Kingdom:
44 71 589 3304 •FAX :
44 71 589 1021

Van Loan, who himself lives in an area he
says is "too rural" for economical cable delivery and receives entertainment services from a
large-sized dish, foresees other problems, as
well. "I wonder how the consumer public will
react after laying out that kind of money, then
realizing that every television in the house is
forced to watch the same channels." And that
will be the situation, unless the consumer has
purchased more than one decoder.
Further, Van Loan submits, is the problem
of local broadcast network delivery. "Of
course, the clever retailer will put together an
antenna package that solves that problem," he
muses.
The phone connection for authorization and

Circle Reader Service No. 16
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tors, and everyone knows about GMAC financing. It's anon-issue, when you take that
into consideration."
Should cable operators be worried? Maybe.
DirecTv literature consistently boasts a10
million subscriber count by the year 2000. If
those 10 million people are current cable subscribers who jump ship, that's a20 percent hit
to cable.
Are cable operators worried? Somewhat.

"The threat of DBS is kind of like the threat
cancer-yes, I'm worried about it, but thankfully Idon't have it," says Pete Smith, VP of engineering for Rifkin and Associates.
But, Smith says, the deep pockets backing
the DirecTv venture are an issue. Commenting
on DirecTv's ultimate financial backbone,
Smith says: "If there's any company that can
lose money for an extended period of time and
still keep it going, it's General Motors." CED

...It's all coming together!

Channell Enclosures
for Broadband Networks
News Datacom-Developing conditional access and encryption "smart
card" system.
Digital Equipment Corp.-Operating
DirecTv's national billing center.
DBS Systems Corp.-Developing and
providing advanced billing software.
Matrixx Marketing-The customer service and telemarketing center providers.
Sony Corp.-Manufacturing broadcast
TV equipment for the Castle Rock uplink facility, and providing digital satellite system technology after a
DirecTv/Thomson exclusivity period.
NRTC-Providing rural sales distribution through some 300 franchise members and affiliates.
billing is another potential sore spot, Van Loan
says. In his systems, customers often unhook
the phone connection. "It causes us alot of
grief," Van Loan says. "In fact, in the systems
where we have impulse boxes, we have staff
people who do nothing else but to go around
and re-hook the phone lines."
And what of the AC-powered, wireless
phone connections DirecTv suggests for areas
in the home which don't currently have aphone
line? "That's another $100 or so," he says.
However, Van Loan doesn't think the $700
price tag is too much of abarrier. "If it does
become abarrier, it won't be long before
someone comes up with creative financing. After all, DirecTv is asubsidiary of General Mo-

SPH 1320 Series Enclosure
«with HIEn*Cover

SUH 612 Series Airtight
and Watertight Housing

Thermoplastic enclosures dfo
for your above and below
Ifalfr
ground broadband network vOL
requirements. Now available from Channell—the
world's largest manufac', turer of free breathing and
heat dissipation (HDC1
enclosures for buried plant
installations.

CHANNELL
ERCIAL

CORPORATION

North America:
800/423-1863 •909/694-9160 •FAX: 909/694-9170
International Offices:
Canada
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751 •FAX: 416/567-6756
United Kingdom:
44 71 589 3304 •FAX 44 71 589 1021
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PEOPLE WONDER WHERE WE GOT THE EXPERIENCE TO
LAUNCH SUCH A SUCCESSFUL FIELD OPERATIONS SYSTEM.

System managers often wonder where Arrowsmith obtained the

cable operators better manage their systems. It's called FLEETCON.

experience to bring such asuccessful field operations management

A comprehensive work force management system that helps reduce

system to market. So successful that it's the only

operating costs, improve productivity and increase

system up and running that integrates an inter-

customer service, all at the same time.

active interface with your billing system, and a

F1EETCON is avery cost-effective investment.

user-friendly graphical operating environment with
automatic vehicle and subscriber tracking and

of installers and technicians, reduced drive and

automated data communications to and from

radio time, and elimination of excessive paper-

field trucks.

work. And, for the first time, managers have

Measurable benefits include more efficient routing

Our success is aresult of our work with NASA,

access to real-time information about day-to-day

where we helped re-engineer space shuttle opera-

operations right at their fingertips.

tions, and our systems integration work to support
Department of Defense launch operations.
We're now using the same knowledge to help

For more information about FLEET-CON or
Real-time slat's can be checked by clicking on icons.

our system integration capabilities, please call
1800 454-3554.

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
8900 Shoal Creek Boulevard •Building 300 •Austin. Texas 78758 •512/454-3554 •1800 454-3554
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Innovative
technology tests
running side-ny-side

O MAHA C ASE STUDY

system simply uses astandard set-top which
has been modified with ICTV's two-way
module.
Cox has chosen Zenith Electronics to supply the set-tops for the interactive trial.
Because the rest of the system has ScientificAtlanta's 8580 set-tops already in use for
some pay services (two are negatively
trapped), interactive users will need to swap
boxes, according to David Woodrow, Sr. VP
Operations at Cox.
By June, Cox will choose which serving
area will be the first to receive the ICTV programming, offering it to about five viewers,
said Alex Best, Sr. VP Engineering. From
there, it is anticipated the service will be
rolled out systemwide over the two years the
upgrade is scheduled to last. The sub-split
return band will be activated as the interactive
system comes on line.

are onA!Leyara

be reduced to between four and six devices
each.
The Cox Omaha System will be the first to
test an interactive system developed by ICTV,
aCalifornia start-up that has integrated an
IBM video server with its own switch and
software and coupled those with billing services from New Century Communications.
ICTV claims its analog approach (see
Figure 1), which places the switch physically
about 10 feet from the server, reduces latency
to the blink of an eye. When aconsumer
enters aresponse on the remote control, asignal is sent back to the "multimedia CPU",
which, in turn, takes video off the server and
sends it back downstream to the cable set-top.
The concept places the intelligence in the
headend, instead of the home, says Leo
Hoarty, president of ICTV. In many ways, the
concept resembles acellular telephone network, in which frequencies are reused (hence
the need for the FSA topology). The cable

By Roger Brown

O

rlando and Castro Valley may have been
receiving the lion's share of the media's attention as examples of cable TV's next-generation system architecture, but there's arealworld battle about to commence in Omaha,
Neb. between acable operator and atelco that
may serve as amore realistic testbed of both
technology and market acceptance of interactivity.
Cox Cable of Omaha and US West are both
busily installing hybrid fiber/coax networks to
pockets of about 400 homes that will feed
each area with video-on-demand and other
multimedia interactive services. But outside of
that, the approaches taken by the two companies differ radically.

How Cox approaches Omaha
Cox, which already has about 90,000 subscribers out of about 150,000 passings in
Omaha, has selected
that system for its first
750 MHz build. The
system presently has
400 MHz bandwidth
capacity and utilizes
the Cable Area
Network redundant
fiber architecture. The
Telephone
upgrade will use the
switch
fiber-to-the-servingarea topology with
electronics provided
by American
Lightwave Systems
serving nodes of about
400 homes (but
enough fiber will be
Video
deployed to further
¡al tone
segment the system in
ateway
the future). The RF
distribution electronics
will be provided by
General Instrument
Communications and
amplifier cascades will

•

The RBOC's technology plan
US West has also chosen to use ahybrid
fiber/coax system in Omaha. According to
Thomas Bystrzycki, executive VP of mass
markets and operations at US West
Communications, the company was looking
for "off the shelf' technology that would
transport several different services at costs
comparable to its current fiber/twisted pair
network.
Interestingly, US West plans to use dual
coaxial cables from the fiber node to the
home. The "A" cable will provide up to 650

Figure 1: Fiber-to-the-curb/passband architecture used by US West.
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How most companies approach the
delivery system business.
At TV/GUM, we realize that the difference
between short-term answers and long-term solutions
lies in asking all the right questions.
We'll ask if you're expanding into new or international markets. Our products can be compatible with

© 1994 TV/COM International, 16516 Via Esprillo, San Diego, CA 92127, FAX 619 451-1505

any video format worldwide.
We'll ask if you anticipate making amove to
digital. We've developed Compression NetWORKS 1m,
the leading MPEG-2 system that provides the flexibility
of an open architecture and is backwards compatible.

need
te (*ward e

Vo NicTU

compati bi VI with
exkit-in9- equipment for
eyraa ual ineallation?

How we approach it.
We'll ask if you're experiencing signal piracy.
We pioneered satellite and cable system security with
our ORION', ProGuard° and SigmaTM technologies, and
today we offer state-of-the-art digital encryption and
upgradable security cards.

Our approach is to find out what each customer
needs in adelivery system. And then provide it. Call us
and tell us what you need. 1-800-733-0625.
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MHz of analog video (77 channels), up to 136
digital channels and 25 MHz of shared
upstream capacity located in the traditional
sub-split return band. The "B" cable is amidsplit design that will provide 500 MHz of
bandwidth to support up to 664 digital channels and 107 MHz of shared upstream capacity. This mid-split design was chosen because
it provides more upstream capacity, which US
West believes will be important as interactive
services come on line.

The coax feeds video into video interdiction equipment supplied by Scientific-Atlanta
(this equipment is housed in apedestal along
with the optical network unit used for voice
services—see Figure 2). According to
Bystrzycki, "Interdiction will provide
enhanced video gateway providers and video
programmers the ability to provision many of
their analog video channels to specific end
users on asingle channel selected basis and
replaces the need for aset-top box for analog
•
•

Some of Our
Best Ideas
Have Gone
Into Storage.

• •
e
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The Moore "Smart" Line of Fiber Optic Storage and
Management Solutions.
•Moore Fiber Optic Aerial Slack Rack
'Moore Surface Entry OptiVault
'Moore OptiVault Buried Pull Box
•Moore Fiber Optic Overlash Roller
For nearly
•Moore Fiber Optic Distribution Systems
half acentury,
Moore Diversified
Products has set themselves apart through innovative thinking. We've taken the standard, and made it better. We've taken
the acceptable, and made it excel. Consequently, we've created aproduct
line that works smarter.
Whether you're installing outside plant fiber (OSP) or require the finesse
of interior fiber distribution, we've developed away to store and manage
it...better. Call us today and see just what all we've got in store for you.
Get the Most from Moore.

Moore Diversified Products, Inc. • 1441 Sunshine Lane • Lexington, KY 40505-2918
606-299-6288 • 800-769-1441 • 606-299-6653(FAX)
Circle Reader Service No. 31

programming." Users of digital services will
still need set-tops to decode those services,
however.
Interdiction has been traditionally shunned
by cable operators because of doubts about its
cost, powering issues and perceived lack of
security.

Intelligent set-tons
Advanced set-tops that support interactive
digital services will be provided by ScientificAtlanta. The MPEG-compatible terminals will
serve as the gateway to interactive entertainment and other services, including video on
demand, interactive games, enhanced home
shopping, distance learning and other services.
The set-top will be based on S-A's digital
platform and combined with the graphics control and display technology developed by The
3D0 Company. The addressable box will be
capable of running applications locally as well
as generating high-resolution graphics.
Software can be downloaded into the set-top,
which will provide 8-to-1 video compression.
Current plans call for the four- to sixmonth long technical trial of the system to
begin later this year, with telephony and
video services passing about 10,000 homes.
US West believes about 1,500 customers will
participate in this portion of the test, which
will focus on testing the technology, quantifying costs, and testing new processes and
operational support systems for video dial
tone.
Following that, ayear-long market trial will
commence. Plans call for an additional 50,000
homes and businesses to be passed with telephony and video service, with another 7,500
customers expected to take part. During this
time, US West will test market acceptance of
video dial tone and other service providers
will be allowed to conduct their trials.
Both US West, during its market trial, and
Cox plan to charge customers for the services
they receive as they attempt to discover which
services gain market acceptance and at what
price.
What is shaping up in Omaha is areal
shoot-out for customers between two traditional cable operators and US West. It's asituation that promises to have eyes from both
industries riveted on this prairie city in which
Cox and MetroVision already overbuild each
other in an area of about 2,000 homes.
Amell says MetroVision's rebuild was
underway long before the US West/Cox
shootout began. "Our plans (for Omaha) have
been pretty solid for some time," he says.
"We're upgrading all our large systems,
including Detroit, Cincinnati and Chicago, to

O MAHA C ASE STUDY

Figure 2: The ICTV
system used by
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this same architecture."
So why Omaha? Both Cox
and US West say it's only coincidence and common sense that
brought them head-to-head in
Omaha.
Demographics, afavorable
state regulatory posture and
Nebraska's extensive record of
being agood new-product testbed are what led each company
to the state.
"It's coincidental that we both
selected Omaha, but it's not
unexpected that we'd both be in
Nebraska," said Woodrow.
"They (US West) could've gone
to Lincoln, but Omaha's the
biggest system for them. Since
Omaha is the only system of ours
that's in Nebraska, it makes
sense for us."
Once the market tests get
underway, time will tell if the
approaches both sides have taken
will make any sense at all. CED

Sadelco's New IGHz Calibrators
Portable, ±114 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
il Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
Lii Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB
El Precision Rotary
Attenuator
El HorizontalNertical
Sync Pulse Simulation
Made in the USA by:

Sade

Sadelco was 1st to advocate using H. Sadel's patented
White Noise Application to calibrate Signal Level Meters
and other CATV equipment, more than a decade ago.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631

Tel 201-569-3323
Fax: 201-569-6285
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By Leslie Ellis

T
ohear representatives from the MMDS

(multichannel multipoint delivery system)
industry talk, the future for that industry is
bright—real bright. After all, they say, the 1992
Cable Act was nothing short of agift from the
gods for wireless operators, giving them fair
rights to programming content and carte
blanche to "compete fairly" with cable operators on subscriber fees. Developing digital
compression standards will augment their
weak link: capacity. On the money side,
things are loosening up as well, with some
$400 million in financing recently committed
to wireless cable activities.
MMDS operators can even participate in
the budding interactive marketplace, they say,
through use of the 125 kHz of response channel bandwidth already allocated as companion
spectrum to the MMDS channels located in
the 2GHz range.
Indeed, optimism abounds for the wireless

cable industry, which now supports more than
150 individual operations scattered across the
country (see Figure 1). That was the resounding message at arecent day-long meeting of
wireless heavyweights and financial community participants who gathered in New York
City to review the progress and future of that
industry.
Should cable operators sit up and take
notice, now that the wireless industry has
apparently figured out what it wanted to be
when it grew up? Maybe. According to the
industry's research and development arm,
Wireless Cable Laboratories, the MMDS
industry currently counts among its ranks
about 500,000 subscribers nationwide. That
may not seem much compared to cable's hefty
and rising subscriber count, but consider this:
in 1991, wireless cable broadcasting grew 42
percent. In 1992, it grew by another 49 percent. And, say Wireless Cable Labs officials,
the number of subscribers is likely to continue
to grow at those rates throughout the decade.

Wireless MMDS transmission technology
certainly isn't new. The industry got started
more than 20 years ago, when the FCC allocated two channels in major metropolitan markets for multipoint distribution services
(MDS). In 1983, the Commission established
multichannel MDS service and implemented a
lottery system for obtaining licenses. Now, 33
over-the-air channels are available in the U.S.
for wireless cable broadcasting.
According to the Wireless Cable
Association, the "most successful large wireless systems" include Cross Country
Communications in Los Angeles/Riverside,
Calif; ACS Enterprises in Philadelphia;
People's Choice Television Partners in
Tucson, Ariz.; Pac West Cable Co. in
Sacramento, Calif. and Omnivision Inc. in
Corpus Christi, Texas.

Legislative zeal
Wireless industry players say they are more
than excited about the Congressional turning
of the worm, as evidenced by the 1992 Cable
Act. Says Nicholas Allard, government relations counsel with Latham & Watkins and the
attorney who represents the Wireless Cable
Association: "Cable Act of 1992 could not
have been more helpful to wireless cable. That
piece of legislation ... has been agreat success already in removing whatever restrictions
had remained on the ability of competitors,
like wireless cable, to obtain rights to fair
access to programming, and to institutionalize
the ability."
Further, Allard said, the rate regulation sec-

Figure 1 US wireless cable operations
operating or under construction in 1993
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T

he life blood

of any cable
operator is
customer satisfaction.One part of
that is supplying the programming
choices that customers want, and
that means being able to add
more channels when you want.
Broadband Microwave systems
from Hughes AML can upgrade
your channelized system and let
you carry 80 analog channels and
virtually hundreds of digital
channels all in one simple, easy
to maintain rack space. Hughes
systems are transparent to digital
schemes like 64 GAM and 16
VSB, so they also fit in the
architecture of the future.

When it comes to simplicity,
reliability, and channel capacity,
go with the company that has 25
years of experience in meeting
the needs of the Cable Television
Industry, go with Hughes AML.

TELEPHONE: 1-800-663-7902
FAX: (204) 949-5458
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HUGHES

ORORDeND MICrOWHE SOLUTIONS FOR TOW AND TOMORROW

Make Your Quality
Cable Connection
With Pirelli.
As an ISO 9001 registered
company, Pirelli manufactures a
full range of fiber optic cables for
the cable television industry.
Make your quality cable connection by calling these Pirelli
representatives:
Communications Supply Group
680 Industrial Cir S
Shakopee MN 55379
1-800-451-9032 •FAX 612-445-8423
ND, SD, NE, MN, IA, WI, WY, CO, NM

dB Communications
490 Hwy 33 W
Englishtown NJ 07726
1-800-526-2332 •FAX 908-446-2717
NY, VT, NH, ME, MA, CT, RI, NJ

B.E. Duval Company
347 W 6th St
PO Box 5255
San Pedro CA 90733
310-833-0951 •FAX 310-832-9970
CA, NV, AZ, HI

Glade Communication
Equipment Company
2691 151st Place NE
Redmond WA 98052-5522
1-800-347-0048 •FAX 206-869-4119
WA, OR, ID, MT, UT, AK

MicroSat
4343 Shallowford Rd Ste F3
Marietta GA 30062
1-800-438-0812 •FAX 404-643-0899
TX, KS, OK, AR, LA, MS, TN, AL, NC,
SC, GA, FL
NCS Industries, Inc.
2255-E Wyandotte Rd
Willow Grove PA 19090
1-800-523-2342 •FAX 215-657-0840
PA, WV, VA, MD, DE
W. Whitaker & Associates
620 S Earl Ave
PO Box 6327
Lafayette IN 47903
1-800-433-8775 •FAX 317-447-5064
MI, MO, IL, IN, OH, KY
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FIBER OPTIC CABLES

1-800-669-0808
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tions of the Cable Act will restrict programmers from charging higher rates for content.
"When amonopolist can no longer charge at
will for aproduct, his incentive to restrict output is completely removed," Allard says.
"This further reinforces the impact of the Act
in propelling programming through additional
outlets—like wireless cable."
Echoing those thoughts was John Hollar,
senior legal advisor to former FCC
Commissioner Ervin Duggan, who described a
"bullish" outlook for wireless from the
Commission. "You could not be at the FCC
for the last two or three years and avoid the
inescapable conclusion that wireless services
of all kinds are the hottest technologies and
the most promising technologies for the
future," Hollard says. "Consumers go where
they get the most value, and Ithink that's just
going to continue to be true in the future.
That's why Commissioner Duggan and his
colleagues at the FCC have been so bullish on
wireless cable over the last few years, and
have tried to do as much as they can to
increase the opportunities in competition for
the cable industry."
Hollar said he "wouldn't be surprised abit"
if the funds gathered through upcoming spectrum auctions were earmarked by the FCC to
accelerate the treatment of wireless cable
licenses. "It's agood bet," Hollar said.

Digital compression
Not only is the regulatory environment
apparently ablessing for wireless MMDS. So
is the technological environment. Wireless
MMDS operators are keeping aclose eye on
digital video compression developmentl, eyeing the technology as the key that unlocks
acess to much more than 33 channels.
With compression, Wireless Cable
Association officials say, the industry can
deliver "at least 300 channels" with little modification. In addition, Wireless Cable
Laboratories will begin its investigation into
digital video compression over wireless
MMDS this year.
"When digital video compression becomes
areality, we don't have to change plant," says
Alan Sonnenberg, president of Philadelphiabased ACS Enterprises. ACS ,awireless
operator in Philadelphia with some 20,000plus subscribers, offers 36 channels in that
area. "The only thing we have to change is the
beginning and the end."
"Digital compression over MMDS is certainly going to be areality—it will work," says
John Bowler, VP of research and development
for Zenith Electronics Corp.'s Cable/LAN
Engineering division. "The only question that

Circle Reader Service No. 22
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remains in our mind is, what is the highest
level of modulation achievable over an
MMDS 6MHz channel?"
Depth of modulation is an issue for MMDS
digital delivery, Bowler explained, because
the MMDS transmission environment "isn't as
safe" as acable system's. "It's aquestion of
depth of modulation. Rather than putting 40
Mbits in asingle, 6MHz channel, Imay have
to back it down to 25 Mbits."
Even wtih 25 megabits, though, adigitally
compressed wireless system could wtill offer
"at least eight to nine videos" per 6MHz
channel, Bowler says. "It gives you more than
enough bandwidth to do all the things that
could be possibly required via
multimedia or
interactivity,"
Bowler
explains.
Zenith will roll
out adigital
cable box for
use within the
wireless
MMDS industry by the second quarter of
next year.
Naysayers of
wireless
MMDS signal
delivery frequently cite
line-of-sight limitations, outmoded technology
and signal security as crippling characteristics
for that industry. ACS's Sonnenberg thinks
otherwise. "Yes, an over-the-air transmission
requires line of sight. It's an impediment, but
not the end of the world," said Sonnenberg,
adding that most MMDS systems are able to
enjoy at least a30-mile radius without beambending.
Sonnenberg sputters at any accusations that
MMDS technology is outmoded. "If you look
across the country at the typical cable system
operation, how many of them are addressable?
All of the wireless systems are," Sonnenberg
emphasizes.
And, he said, signal security in the
Philadelphia area is better than some cable
franchise holders there, which also gives the
entrenched cable operator an advantage. "It's
hard for us to compete against free," he says.
"When people are stealing (cable) signals, it's
very difficult to try to convince them that you
have agood product and price structure."
How well is the wireless MMDS industry
poised to wrestle away current cable sub-
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LOOKING FOR TROUBLE?

Sencore's CA780 "CABLEIZER"
will help you find any cable fault.
More Than Just ATDR
65dB Sensitivity - See even minor cable damage,
loose connectors, water ingress...
2nSec Short Range Pulse - Test to within afew
feet of the TDR.
Screen Storage & Printer System Interface Document System Performance Measurements

One Button Measurements - Cable Length,
Z (impedance), VSWR, Delta Distance, Delta
Return Loss
BEST OF ALL
Great Value - High performance at alow price.
Easy To Use - Everyone's an expert in minutes!
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Call 1-800-SENCORE for afRTE field evaluation today!
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scribers, given
the glowing
regulatory and
financial
reports delivered at the
New York conference?
According to
wireless industry participants,
the industry
aims to take a
20 percent
chunk of cable's existing business in the foreseeable future.

"Wireless

cable is

atough,

stubborn group
of people."

Interactivity?
And what about interactivity? True, the
industry does have access to the previously
mentioned 125 kHz of response channel spectrum located next to its 33 existing 6MHz
channels. Says Paul Sinderbrand, partner with
law firm Sinderbrand and Alexander, acompany which specializes in emerging communications: "Right now, we have the capability to

do two-way," Sinderbrand continues. "We
have small return channels available to us.
"I'm often asked if wireless cable operators
can do multimedia," Sinderbrand continues.
"The answer is yes and no."
The good news, says Sinderbrand, is that in
1974, the FCC gave wireless operators the
green light to provide private television, highspeed computer data, facsimile, controlled
information or other communications capable
of being transmitted by radio waves. The bad
news? "There's still alot of work that needs
to be done at the FCC to get the technical
rules in place," says Sinderbrand.
Sonnenberg sees awireless future that
includes many communications players. "I
think you're going to find with changing technologies, telcos, DBS, whatever—everyone's
going to take their niche. Our niche in
Philadelphia is going to be about 20 percent.
In Philadelphia, that's half amillion subs."
Whether or not a20 percent take exists for
other wireless MMDS operators remains to be
seen. But, says Allard: "Wireless cable is a
tough, stubborn, innovative group of people ..
.they just don't know when to quit." CED
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By Fred Dawson

A

sthe debate rages over what the "killer aps"
might be for broadband digital networks,
strategists often seem to overlook the fact that
an explosion in data communications has
already become areal market force behind
infrastructure expansion.
Beyond the limelight of the information
superhighway hoopla, afew top MSOs are
moving from technical prove-ins to first-site
commercial rollouts of inter-LAN, work-athome and other variations on wideband data
communications. This is occurring just as the
telephone companies are scrambling to
accommodate asurging demand for flexiblerate LAN and other data connections over
public networks.
Cablevision Systems Corp., TeleCommunications Inc., Jones International,
Continental Cablevision, Cox and, in Canada,
Rogers and Videotron, are among the first big
cable concerns to get serious about commercial offerings of datacom over frequency
divided RF carriers. On the telephone side,
demand for inter-LAN connections, all the
way up to 10 mbps Ethernet throughput over
public networks, has gone way beyond expectations, setting off achaotic search for adhoc, low-cost solutions that get as close to
full broadband connectivity as possible
within allowable cost parameters.

latest cablettelco
battleground

Data delivery
services raging

trial is supplied by Digital Equipment Corp.
"We went to banks who are customers for
DS-1 service from Lightpath (Cablevision's
telecom subsidiary) and asked them what else
they want, and they said what we really need
is an Ethernet data link," says Rusty
McCormack, vice president of cable operations. "They're amazed to discover they can
get such aservice."
The DEC "Digital Channel" system is a
work still in progress. McCormack notes that
commercial launch had to be postponed from
the original date last fall because of software
difficulties associated with raising the rate
ceiling from 4mbps to 10 mbps.
"Achieving compatibility with the RF

within reach of doctors, radiologists, engineers
and other professionals."
At about $6,000 per customer in hardware
and installation costs for a10 mbps connection compared to the present telephone T-1
(1.5 mbps) hardware CPE cost of about
$9,000 (plus $2,400 for connection),
Hildenbrand and others believe the business
has avery bright future. "We expect costs to
come down rapidly from where they are now,"
Hildenbrand adds.
The MSO is conducting atwo-month trial
run with Long Island Savings Bank, which
wants to establish Ethernet interconnectivity
among its 15 offices without incurring the
cots of private lines. The equipment for the

1
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Two different challenges

CHAT

CALL

SUPERVISOR

Compro work -at- home communication

Both types of network operators have
their work cut out for them. For local
exchange carriers, the challenge is to provide bandwidth and transport multiplexing
services at reasonable prices at all levels of
market demand, from major corporations
down to work-at-home households. For
cable, the challenge is to establish the twoway capability and cable compatible interfaces that will serve similar needs at even

Please select transport medium

File transmit:

Via Telephone

lower costs.
Cable operators like Cablevision, which

Via Cable

is launching franchisewide 10 mbps datacorn service in Long Island and Yonkers,
see an opportunity to match or beat the
aggressive target costs of the telephone
industry when it comes to providing industrial-strength data services. And, equally
important, they see an opportunity to capture ever bigger pieces of the market as
datacom moves down through the mid-size
business range into the small-business and
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residential communities.
"This isn't aresidential service yet,"
says Wilt Hildenbrand, vice president of
engineering at Cablevision. "But it is well
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Will interactive games score you points?

Counter the invasion of the
Zorks from Planet Zoom.., pitch
against the Twins in the '91
World Series.., shop by remote

Everyone's anticipating interactive games and services.

to deliver them?

Our network know-how helps
you upgrade today to support

Get ready by equipping your
the world...play chess with
network for the future. Build an
expanded return path on your
digital broadband network to
V)14
5-7e.

shopping areality.

Have you made the right moves

control at the finest stores in

your brother in Oregon.

like interactive games and home

make two-way communications

tomorrow's applications. With
the right network in place, you'll
score lots of points with your
customers. Start the ball rolling
by calling 1-800 TO ANTEC.

Our Cable Integrated Services Network addresses
expanded return path requirements so you can
offer applications like interactive services.

ANTEC
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SUMITOMO LIGHTS THE WAY
To YOUR FuTuRE!
Fiber Bundle, Loose Tube,
Ribbon, Sheath Stripes, Custom
Marking ... Sumitomo meets your
outside plant network needs with
acomplete line of fiber optic cable.
For instance, our LitePipeTm
fiber bundle cable is available
with up to 96 fibers in armored
or all-dielectric constructions.
Fibers are grouped with vibrantly
colored thread binders for ease of
identification. Our cables can be
made with customized sheath
markings and embedded sheath
stripes to make your fiber stand out
from other cables in your plant.
Sumitomo fiber cable has the
lowest attenuation available to meet
your tight system loss budgets.
Also, our consistent, uniform fiber
geometry, including a±1 micron
cladding tolerance and.superior
core and cladding circularity, assures
low loss splices and freedom from
PMD induced noise.
So turn to us for all of your
optical cable needs. Call Sumitomo
at 800/358-7378 and let us light
your way!

*SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.
MEMBER OFTHE S
UMITOMO ELECTRIC I
NDUSTRIES, Liu GRoce
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MC .650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
e TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.
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Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
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34 How to manage all those fibers

Taking communications
to the next
level

By Steve A. Day, Comm DOC Services
As cable operators expand the propagation and size of fiber
optic cables, the traditional "direct connect" philosophy—fusion
splicing of cables to transmit and receive pigtails—may outgrow
itself. One solution is an active fiber cable management system,
described in detail here.

38 The move to network passivity

About the Cover

Lightwave: It's come along way.
Photo by Comstock, Inc.

By Mike Sparkman, Antec
Residential cable networks are clearly evolving to include
smaller node sizes, more bandwidth and two-way interactivity.
Is passive optical networking the catalyst? This author thinks
so, and offers five reasons why PONs are the wave of the
future.

52 Adding voice and data to video
By S. Ronald Foster, Scientific-Atlanta
Is fiber-to-the-home really the answer to voice and data carriage
over cable? Or can cable operators get proactive with its existing broadband pipeline to enable full service network capabilities now? This author describes the three key requirements for
cost-effective deployment of voice, video and data delivery.

28 Node sizes:
How small?

By Lawrence A. Stark, Ortel Corp.

Falling prices of AM-VSB lightwave gear has
enabled cable operators to squeeze optical
node sizes smaller and smaller—but how low
will they go? How much will it cost? Given
trends in DFB laser-based fiber/coax networks, this author believes the answer may be
75-home nodes with no more than 500 homes
per transmitter, all at the cost of today's network...and to think optical technologies really
took off just six years ago.

58 Case study: Ventura County
By Ron Goodrich, Western Communications and
Tom Williams, Ventura County Cable

Three years ago, Ventura County Cable had aproblem: it had
never experienced amajor rebuild, and needed one badly. This
article describes how the California-based operator leap-frogged
from atree-and-branch topology to astar-star-bus design.

62 Emerging Tech Conference
By Leslie Ellis, CED

Last month's annual Emerging Technologies Conference, hosted by the SCTE in Phoenix, Ariz., brought with it record attendance and two days worth of engineering know-how. This article highlights the key developments at the gathering. Also
included: coverage of 1993 Polaris Award Winner Jim
Ludington, Time Warner's rising star.
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COMPLETE FIBER SOLUTIONS FROM REGIONAL HEADEND TO THE SUBSCRIBER
American Lightwave Systems, Inc.
is the fastest growing company in
the video fiber optic industry. As a
division of ADC Telecommunications, the nation's eighth largest
telecommunications company,
our sales are approximately $400
million annually. With our experience in CATV, alternative access
and telephony, we design fully
integrated fiber optic solutions for

A

a

the global communications industry.
When you need full services and
advanced network capabilities in
a single solution, there is only one
manufacturer that can deliver
today: American Lightwave
Systems. We have your solution for
high quality digital video headend
interconnects, 750 MHz VSB/AM/
QAM delivery and fiber and
coaxial cable management

systems. For alternate access, we
have DS1-DS3 and cost effective
003 systems. Our Homework
enhanced telephony system will
provide you future seamless
migration to advanced services
using your existing cable system.
•

•

With American Lightwave Systems
as your partner for advanced
networks today, the future is real.
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FROM THE H EADEND

E

print services. It also identifies the intended communintrance into the world of data networking with
cation partners, establishes communications authority
respect to the Internet requires that we understand data
and determines partner availability. The presentation
transmission protocols such as Ethernet
layer controls the format of screens and files by defin(a LAN standard) and Transmission
ing amultitude of things like special graphics and
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
character sets. It allows an application to determine the
(TCP/IP), the protocol standard for
meaning of the information exchanged.
Internetworking multiple LANs (and
The session layer sets up, manages, and breaks down
the protocol for access to Internet). But
the user path or virtual circuits between sending and
any discussion of these standards must
receiving devices. CCITT X.225 is such aprotocol.
first include the Open Systems
The transport layer is probably the most defined of
Interconnection (OSI) Model, develthe layers, and is responsible for error and flow control
oped by the International Standards
of the data. As packets of data wind their way through
Organization (ISO).
anetwork via various routes, the transport layer reThe OSI model, while not specifiestablishes the packet order so that the received mescally developed with LANs in mind, is
sage is put back together exactly as it was sent.
of interest because it provides amethod
The network layer breaks the communication into
of visualizing the communications
process. As shown in Figure 1, there
packets and addresses each packet to the destination. A
are seven layers of the OSI model that
well-known network layer protocol for LANs within
the OSI model would be X.25. The data link layer
communicate between one end system
organizes the data into frames, and provides the lowest
and another end system. These layers
level of error control. This is the layer that may detect
cover almost all aspects of the informaan error in transmission, and request retransmission. A
tion flow throughout the network.
well-known protocol within this layer is the IEEE
There are some good reasons for
802.3 Ethernet specification.
layering the requirements of the comThe physical layer is the lowest in the model and
munication process. Layering simplifies change by allowing the compoprovides the actual electrical and mechanical interface
which connects adevice to atransmission medium.
nents within alayer to be changed
without affecting any other layer. It
EIA-232D is awell-known standard within this layer.
allows each network function to be
Note that each network node, where end-users are
located, would be equipped with all seven layers of the
made transparent and independent of
OSI. However, not all intermediate nodes will need all
other functions of other layers, thereby
seven layers. As the data is routed through the netallowing the individual layer to be modified without
affecting the entire communications protocol
work, through bridges and routers, only levels 1
through 3of the OSI model are needed. Layers 4
structure.'
through 7are not required and are therefore not includMuller2equates this layered communications
ed in network node software. CED
process to that of using aseries of envelopes. On the
transmit side, the applications information is created
and placed in its "envelope." It
Figure 1 The OSI model
is then placed within the presentation layer's envelope which
Originating
adds some additional informaSystem
tion for the destination. The preOSI functions
sentation layer's envelope is then
Receiving
placed within the session layer's
system
7 Application
envelope, which also adds inforS•
ecific user aI
lication
mation for the destination, and
Application 7
so on until the data link layer's
6 Presentation
Data formatting for presenta▪
▪
tion
envelope is placed within the

LANs,
the OSI
model and
layering

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable

References
I. Datapro, "ISO
Reference Model for Open
Systems Interconnection
(OSI)," McGraw Hill Inc.,
New Jersey, 1990.
2. op-sit, Muller, p.117.

physical layer—the "mail
truck"—for transport.
At the destination, the reverse
process takes place, beginning at
the physical layer.

The layers
The application layer includes
application programs and basic
network services such as file or
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Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.
Circle Reader Service No. 10

#1 IN SERVICE

If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.

Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

1-800-551-3790
Lectro Products. Inc
420 Athena Drive •Athens. GA 30601

• FEEDBACK
in the October 1993 issue presents several ad
hominem assertions along with aregurgitation
of the AT&T party line on polarization mode
dispersion (PMD).
The personal attacks Michie makes are the
following:
V That Ipresented "misinformation,"
I/That I"lifted" aBell Labs FOF's statement
"out of context,"
V That Isweepingly indicted AT&T for having market motivations, and
V That my "prescriptions for avoiding PMD

problems are misguided and self-serving."
The only bit of misinformation that Michie
specifically identifies is aquote Iattributed to
Jim Refi, adistinguished member of the technical staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories.
This quote was not "apparently taken from
apaper," as Michie asserts. If Michie had read
the article to which Iwas responding ("PMD:
Answering the Questions," by Leslie Ellis,
CED, July 1993, pp.55-56), he would have
found the quote, in context, in the article. If
there is amisquoting, Michie should take the

We put FIBER OPTICS
to the TEST ...Worldwide

THE RIGHT

TEST INSTRUMENTS
OTDRs on acard
Optical Power Meters
Attenuation Test Sets
LED or Laser Light Sources
Variable Attenuators
Fiber Talk Sets
Visual Fault Locators
Return Loss Test Sets
Live Fiber Detectors
Test Kits and Jumpers

FOR ALL YOUR

APPLICATIONS
TELECOM
LAN, WAN
FDDI, ISDN
SONET
CATV
LABORATORY
MANUFACTURING
MILITARY
FTTH, FTTC
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Electro-Optical Engineering

matter up with the author.
Certainly, Iwill less up to committing the
"heresy" of suspecting AT&T's motivations
for publishing so many papers on PMD by so
many distinguished pure scientists at Bell
Labs.
While Michie claims my letter includes
misinformation, the letter asserts that AT&T's
PMD papers include DISinformation and carefully crafted spin. Istand by that original letter.
But, can anyone blame AT&T's product
manager for wanting to get out in front of a
potentially damaging issue?
Icannot see how Michie can claim that my
statistical method for predicting PMD is "misguided."
All Iam suggesting (admittedly with sarcasm), is that if AT&T cabled fiber is the only
product that has had field problems with
PMD, then amethod for avoiding PMD is to
not buy AT&T cabled fiber.
As an alternative, Iam suggesting cable
operators buy Optical Cable Corporation's
Tight Wrap fiber optic cable (to deal with
extrinsic PMD factors) and specify Corning
glass fiber (to deal with "intrinsic" PMD factors).
Corning's fiber has not had any reported
PMD field problems. To do otherwise would
be misguided.
Michie wants the industry to believe AT&T
has "imposed amaximum PMD specification
on cabled fiber—the only fiber manufacturer to
do so" to show it has the quality product,
rather than for the public relations image it
creates.
And, he wants the industry to believe
AT&T's Bell Labs has published aflurry of
technical papers on PMD as some selfless
"obligation to share new findings with the
industry," rather than for the obscurantist spin
job that it is.
Michie also claims my statistical method is
"self-serving." Well, now isn't this alittle like
what the pot called the kettle?
It's afact that only AT&T cabled fiber has
"world class" PMD problems in the field.
It's also afact that AT&T is actively settling warranty claims with its customers stemming from PMD—"the only fiber manufacturer
to do so."
George Sell
Market Research and Product
Development,
Channell Commercial Corp.
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Where
are we
headed
with node
sizes?
And, how

much will

they cost?

By Lawrence A. Stark, Vice
President of New Business
Development, Ortel Corp.
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T

he impact of falling prices of AM-VSB fiber optic
equipment in CATV systems has been smaller node
sizes. MSOs have made this strategic investment instead of using fiber optics to reduce the cost of distribution electronics. The trend toward smaller node sizes is
expected to continue, based on the expectation of continued reduction of DFB laser production costs.
We can extrapolate today's trends to networks with
nodes of less than 100 homes, with passive coaxial signal delivery. Such networks will be built with DFB
lasers carrying both AM and digital signals. The bandwidth capacity of such networks will be revolutionary,
compared to traditional communications networks. We
can expect such bandwidth to find many applications,
CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN
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Figure 1'

CATV system cost vs. node size
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based on comparisons with technological revolutions in
the software industry,

Historical perspective
It has now been six years since the CATV industry
saw the first demonstration of AM-VSB fiber optics at
the Western Show in Anaheim in December 1987. The
subsequent development and rapid adoption of AM
fiber optic products for CATV networks has fulfilled all
the promises and expectations for this exciting technology.
The numerous advantages of fiber optics in today's
systems are well known: improved reliability, signal
quality, bandwidth and reduced maintenance cost.
These critical benefits of fiber optics came at atime
when the CATV industry has come to the forefront in
the national communications agenda.
After early debates about the optimum fiber optic
technology for CATV, the industry has essentially
adopted 1300 nm DFB lasers as ade facto standard.
This is based on proven performance and reliability, superior cost/performance ratios, widespread product
availability and continuing performance advances.
Armed with confidence that 1300 nm fiber optic technology is flexible enough to support future architecture
expansion and upgrades, MSOs have implemented
highly aggressive fiber deployment plans, designed to
assure CATV system competitiveness for the foreseeable future, and beyond.
The impact of aggressive fiber deployment on DFB
suppliers has been highly beneficial to MS0s. Increasing production rates of lasers has brought costs of fiber
optic products to afraction of their early levels; resulting in lower end-user equipment prices. With nearly
universal adoption of the AM DFB laser-based network
architectures, the trend of increasing volumes and dropping costs will surely continue.

*The data in this figure
is based on aspecific
set of assumptions that
may not be accurate for
all networks. The important issue is the general
shape of the curves,
which will be reproduced for many different network architectures.

Impact of dropping costs
Historically, CATV system designers have budgeted
between $25 and $30 per home passed for distribution
ZINE OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
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Figure 2
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electronics, or about $2,500 to $3,000 per mile of plant.
This included all active electronics in the distribution
portion of the network: trunk amplifiers, bridgers and
line extenders.
The cost philosophy for incorporating AM fiber optics in CATV networks has been quite interesting. One
could have argued that the best use of fiber optics
would be to reduce system costs. By late 1990, fiber optic technology had matured to the point where network
costs could have been reduced, using AM fiber optics.
PResumably, system designers could have implemented
enough fiber to reduce cascades, eliminate expensive
trunk amplifiers, and achieve aless costly system design, especially for large systems.

Instead, the CATV industry adopted amuch more
farsighted philosophy to the design if hybrid fiber/coax
networks. The approach has been to install as much
fiber as possible, without significantly exceeding the
historical budget for distribution electronics. Today's
networks are designed with essentially the same $25 to
$30 per home cost budget, but now the money is allocated to coaxial amplifiers, headend fiber optic transmitters, optical receivers and fiber cable. This represents astrategic investment by MSOs in networks that
will be competitive into the future.
Figure 1shows aqualitative graph of the cost of distribution equipment as afunction of node size. The
graph shows four curves, which represent the cost of
building hybrid fiber/coax networks at four different
points in time. The horizontal axis is the number of
homes served by asingle optical receiver.
The curve on the far right in the graph applies to the
era before AM fiber optic products were available, wich
is pre-1989. At this time, only digital or FM-based
products were available to the CATV industry. These
products cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
were only cost-effective for supertrunking; i.e. node
sizes of 100,000 homes or more.
The other three curves, moving from right to left,
represent the same information, but based on the steadily dropping costs of AM fiber optic transmission prod-

Lack of power protection is areal turn off.
Any loss of power can pull the plug on the best of systems. Voltage
Control introduced state of the art AC surge suppressors to the
CATV industry. You trust us to protect your equipment,
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product excellence, and Scientific-Atlanta, aworld leader in

system reliability, the intelligent status monitoring system ensuring

cable television electronics, have become one for the purpose

uninterrupted service to your subscribers.

of serving you better.

Such innovative solutions are only apart of our commit-

Out of our union comes astrong commitment to provide
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solutions to the challenges cable operators face today.

performance. Call us today at Scientific-Atlanta toll free at

One of these solutions is the intelligent status monitoring system
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C ABLE MANAGEMENT

CATV fiber
name

How to improve
productivity gi

management
By Steve A. Day, Comm DOC Services

I
ntoday's CATV networks, fiber optic cable

management is becoming increasingly important. At the same time, many CATV engineers still endorse a"direct connect" philosophy vis-à-vis fusion splicing of cable to transmitter pigtail and from cable to receiver pigtail.
A good fiber management philosophy can
easily pay for itself in the years following initial fiber optic installation through savings in
engineering, installation and maintenance
costs. Initially, fiber optic cable installations
were associated with simple AM fiber optic
link design. Cables of 12 fiber count or less
were connected to fiber optic nodes by direct
fusion splice or by mechanical connector.
However, as CATV companies expand the
propagation and size of fiber optic cables, the
importance of cable management comes into
play. The CATV headend becomes the hub
for AM-VSB CATV channel transport, digital
video transmission, switched services and
competitive access. The evolution of these
services and proliferation of fiber optic nodes
in Star-Star-Bus and fiber-to-the-feeder architectures demands that fiber cable management
be taken seriously.
The risk of ignoring this vital element of
CATV network design will result in lost productivity, unnecessary service interruptions,
poor cable management and limited plant
access. All these elements become important
in their own right.

Lost productivity

extraordinary test equipment or splice equipment and no materials would be required. If
this same fiber cutover were to be accomplished without the patch panel, the following
lost productivity would occur:
✓ Fiber #1 and Fiber #12 would require
physical disconnect from the transmitter.
✓ Fiber #1 and Fiber #12 would need to be
respliced to the appropriate terminal equipment (i.e. receiver, transmitter).
✓ If the fibers were not in amanagement system, a"tone and tag" process would have to
occur to locate #1 and #12 at each location.

Fiber patch panel
fitm ever. with fiber management systems,
this process could be accomplished by simply
searching for the appropriate fiber in apatch
panel. In the outside plant environment, this
could be a12 to 96 fiber optic cross connect
location. In the CATV headend, it could be an
unlimited number of fiber management frames
such as those shown in Figure 2.
Equipped with the proper fiber management system, aCATV headend is rigged for
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the future. Activities such as addition of a
fiber optic node or transfer of afiber optic
node can be accomplished in minutes, with no
lost productivity.

Unnecessary service interruptions
When afiber optic hub or afiber optic
node feeds several thousand subscribers, any
downtime can mean lost revenue and lost customer satisfaction.
Again, aconnector panel design, described
in the preceding section,
portrays one
obvious way to
rapidly respond
to outages. The
speed of
response, when
good fiber
management is
deployed, saves
the operator
precious time
in outage
restoration.
Yet this is
only one aspect
of unnecessary
service interruptions. The
other is not as
obvious. To
date, CATV operators have invested in alarge
amount of dark fibers. These fibers remain
dormant and dedicated to future services such
as telephony, video on demand and so on.
This "sleeping" informational highway is like

Equipped

with the

proper fiber

management

system, aCATV
headend is

rigged for the

future.
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fiber cutovers can be accomplished. For
instance, if one were to require movement of a
fiber optic link from fiber #1 to fiber #12, this
could be accomplished at the patch panel with Figure 1. This "point of access" can be used to isolate outside plant optical cable to
alabor function taking afew minutes. No
perform fiber cuto vers.
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...and discover pure
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downstream bandwidth to 860 MHz... all with the flawless precision you
need to brighten system capacity, reliability, quality, and profits.

So now that you've discovered your very own diamond mine, isn't it
time to call your diamond broker at Philips Broadband Networks/ We'll
show you how the Diamond Line can put more dazzle into your system.

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Drive Manlius, New York 13104
Phone: 315-682-9105 Fax: 315-682-9006
(800) 448-5171, In NY State (800) 522-7464
Represented in Canada:

Represented in The UK:
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Magnavox CATV Systems, UK Ltd.

120 Gibson Drive

Unit 4, Bridgegate Business Park

Markham, Ontario L3R 273

Gatehouse Way

Phone: 416-475-1030; Fax: 315-475-9571

Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 3XN
Phone: 44-296-399-322; Fax: 44-296-395-298
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The migration
to passive
networks
Points to
consider

By Mike Sparkman,
Vice President and
General Manager,
Broadband Transmission
Systems, ANTEC

W

ith the market environment for video entertainment
and interactive applications rapidly changing, so too, is
the need for atelecommunications infrastructure capable of supporting voice, video, and data applications.
Cable operators are building cable plant with 750 MHz
capabilities and deploying fiber closer to the home to
support today's entertainment video business. Future
applications will drive the evolution of the cable television network even further, toward an incrementally
more sophisticated. capable and complicated architecture.
Figure 1

Performance
CNR
49 dB
CTB
53 dB
CSO
53 dB

Figure 2

CNR 49.3d8
CTB 54.8d8
CSO 53.9 dB
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Clearly, the residential network is evolving in several key directions, including smaller node sizes, more
bandwidth and interactive service planning. For this
reason, much attention has been focused on how the
passive optical network (PON) can provide afuture
pathway for data and high bandwidth services required
by near-video-on-demand (NVOD), video-on-demand
(VOD), residential telephony, and other interactive services.

Why go passive?
First, PON architectures eliminate all active electronic components by driving fiber far deeper into the
cable plant than other architectures. Reliability increases since the distribution network is protected from service outages caused by RF active device failure.
Because clearly, as the cable industry begins to offer
such critical telecommunication services as residential
telephony, such service outages simply won't be tolerated by subscribers.
Second, PONs size serving areas to less than 500
homes. This sizing provisions the network with ample
capacity to handle peak load demand for any number
of interactive services in the return path.
Third, the PON is limited only by the transmission,
switching, and terminal equipment capacity. If, for
example, 1GHz taps and passives are installed, network flexibility increases since the system will be able
to provide up to 1GHz of spectrum within the distribution portion of the network.
Fourth, eliminating actives helps reduce distortions
and noise, abenefit that may not be realized today but
will be critical as new digital video services come online. Implementation of high-quality subscriber drop
systems will become an even more crucial network element.
And fifth, there is an inherent operations benefit.
Personnel will no longer manually test an array of RF
amplifiers. PONs also require no network powering for
traditional entertainment signals.
The fully passive architecture is, however, expensive to implement today and operators may not see its
benefits in the short term. But as new interactive and
digital services prove in, the increased capacity, reliability, network flexibility and transmission quality will
make PONs more attractive and feasible.
For this reason, it is important to establish amigration path toward the PON that allows cable systems to
"future-proof' their networks. In this way, another
complete rebuild will not be required as new applications arise.
Any such plan should chart such agrowth pattern
by incrementally building on today's existing cable
network. Core business revenues are helping drive
future network evolution today, and new revenues of
the future will enable systems to migrate to the PON
as interactive services begin to be delivered tomorrow.
By strategically laying fiber today to attain smaller
node sizes, cable systems can incrementally migrate
toward aPON to facilitate the delivery of any number
FEBRUARY 1994

As communications
industries converge, your
need for flexible, costeffective network solutions
grows. C-COR's FlexNet
amplifier series fits your
needs now and into the
future.
A Capability -Offers
increased channel and
service capability from
basic service to
interactive multimedia.
Flexibility Complements
all of today's fiber-rich
architectures.
A Security -Provides
status monitoring with
C-COR's unique Cable
Network Manager.
A Upgradability -Housed
in the new 6-port/ 1GHz
housing, the futureproof platform for ease
of upgrades.
A Reliability -Backed by
C-COR's extended
warranty and full line of
technical customer
services.
The first to bring extended
bandwidth amplifiers to the
market, C-COR provides
40 years of quality, cutting
edge technology, reliable,
on-time delivery and
innovative system solutions
that grow with you.
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and NVOD will most likely take up capacity in the 550
MHz to 750 MHz area. Thus, systems planning to offer
NVOD services must position the network today to utilize this higher level spectrum. Return path needs could
be achieved with asimple telephone call from subscribers to obtain service, but may also involve areturn
data path on the cable network.
Unlike NVOD, VOD and residential telephony
require not only increased bandwidth, especially in the
return path, but smaller
service nodes as well.
Since both VOD and
telephony demand that
subscribers have immediate access to services,
ANTEC recommends
sizing nodes to under
500 homes, allowing
subscribers that immediate availability without
encountering a"busy
signal." Achieving this
node size, however,
does require proper provisioning of fiber today
for extending optical
reach in the future.

of new services.

Fundamental design considerations
Any strategy involving long-term network evolution
toward the PON must begin by defining the long-term
business objectives and relating those objectives to the
network configuration. Analyzing the network
demands of such new services as NVOD, VOD, telephony services, data transmission and other applications is essential in defining the transmission system
characteristics.
To illustrate, cable television has the means of delivering aproduct that could compete directly with the
$15+ billion market in videocassette rentals. Initially,
this will take the form of NVOD. The basic idea is to
use digital video compression to enable the broadcast
delivery of several movies, each starting at short intervals around the clock. This would provide subscribers
with convenient access and better quality over VHS
cassette rentals. Programmers will be provided with
better control of product distribution, and, presumably,
will gain more participation in home viewing revenues.
However, delivering this service today relies on the
network capacity that won't cut into bandwidth currently required for traditional analog broadcast signals.
Emerging MPEG-2 video compression techniques will
squeeze more programming into available bandwidth,

The prudent

system designer
should begin

by identifying

the services

the network will

be positioned
to provide.

Sacielco's New IGHz Calibrators
Portable, ±1/4 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
E Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
7 Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB
E] Precision Rotary
Attenuator
HorizontalNertical
Sync Pulse Simulation
Made in the USA by:

Sadelco :Inc.
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Sadelco was 1st to advocate using H. Sadel's patented
White Noise Application to calibrate Signal Level Meters
and other CATV equipment, more than a decade ago.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631
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Tel: 201-569-3323
Fax: 201-569-6285

LETS
SHOOT
FOR THE
TOGETHER
At the December 1993 Western Cable Show, Northern Telecom formally introduced aportfolio of products and technologies
for the cable television industry, initiating the beginning of awhole new universe in broadband multimedia networks.
Northern Telecom, aworld leader in the manufacture of digital telephony and data communications equipment, offers the
talents and the technologies to bring you the finest in full service network capability. We're ready right now, to help you evolve your
networks to serve your subscribers' needs for video, data, voice, wireless and interactive broadband services. We are committed to a
partnership and, together, we'll design, customize and implement the equipment and services to launch you into the future of cable
networks today.
To discover a
new universe in broadband multimedia networks, call Northern Telecom at l- 803-NORTi-IERN ,
extension zICO.
Congratulations to CableLabe CCTA and all the other participating companies for creating CableNet '93,

A WHOLE NEW UNIVERSE OF CABLE NETWORKING.

notthern
telecom
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CNR

49 dB

CTB

53 dB

CSO

53 dB

return path and downstream bandwidth allocation. By
eliminating these actives within the network, this bottleneck can be substantially reduced or virtually eliminated.
It's obvious from this simple overview that anumber of considerations must come into play when
designing the appropriate evolutionary strategy toward
the PON. The prudent system designer should begin by
identifying the services the network will be positioned
to provide and evolving the network toward delivery of
those services once revenues from each can be realized.

Analyzing network options

In addition, any number of the other emerging interactive services (e.g., distance learning, telecommuting,
home shopping, subscriber vs. subscriber games) will
each require their own allocation of bandwidth and
immediate availability to such services by subscribers
on the return path. Here, the PON allows for increased
flexibility over other architectures since any number of
services can be offered within the network's total
bandwidth capacity.
Today's active electronics act as the bottleneck for
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One common network design is the fiber-to-thefeeder (FTTF) architecture. Initially, most FTTF
designs serve 2,000 home nodes (as shown in Figure 1)
and are most often deployed as part of atrunk amplifier cascade reduction project. Links are typically pointto-point with AM optical supertrunking offering cost
savings over the all-RF cable network. However, a
long-term disadvantage of supertrunking results from
the reduced ability to narrowcast to each secondary
node. While this is probably not an issue today, it will
impact future revenues from interactive services tomorrow.
Most systems implementing FTTF architectures are
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Phone, and Satellite
industries. Qintar 's line of
1GHz splitters and
amplifiers exceed CA7'V
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highest quality available at
the lowest prices. From
standard requirements to
custom specifications, you
can depend on Qintar to
fill your 1GHz needs. We
ship internationally and
welcome OEM requests
and distributor inquires.
Private labeling is also
available.
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installing enough dark fiber to extend fiber's
reach in the future. As demand increases and
Figure 4
PON with OTNs'
corresponding node sizes must be reduced,
Performance
this fiber can further subdivide serving areas
CNR
49d8
into pockets of 500 homes, thereby increasing
CTB
53
dB
network capacity (as shown in Figure 2).
CSO
53d8
The Star-Star-Bus-500 architecture (shown
in Figure 3) emerged as the next step in network evolution. The SSB-500 simplifies network powering, reduces RF electronics in the
distribution plant, and can cut fiber counts by
as much as 60 percent compared to FTTF
architectures.
In the SSB-500 design, each subscriber will
be located no more than two active devices
past the optical bridger (the FITF-2000 has
four amplifiers, the FTTF-500 has three).
The PON architecture also sizes nodes to
*PON without OTNs runs
accommodate the potential demand for interfiber directly to recievers.
active services, serving anywhere from 150Identical performance levels.
to 500-home passings depending on the topology of the cable plant and subscriber density
in agiven geographic area. In the near-PON
Cost Issues
design, six fibers are allocated from the headFTTF-2000
FTTF-500
SSB-500
PON
PON w/OTN
end to each optical receiver where signals
travel through one amplifier over coax. Then,
Total Cost
$1,166,052.00 $1,167,622.00 $1,287,829.00 $2,917,338.00 $2,280,303.00
when further network expansion is required,
pre-installed dark fiber can be activated to
Cost/Mile
$10,139.00
$14,501.00
$11,198.00
$25,368.00
$19,828.00
migrate the network to the all-passive network
Cost/Passing
$55.05
$78.95
$60.97
$107.95
$138.00
(as shown in Figure 4)—whether that expanPricing does not reflect const uction costs
sion is systemwide or in individual serving
Reflects complete rebuild cost of system actually designed.
areas. This allows subscriber demand and rev115 miles of plant with 21,122 passings.
Figure 5
enue potential in any given service area to
Actives spaced at 750 MHz. 1GHz taps &passives at drop.
drive further network evolution.
rebuild using FITF-500 costs $78.95 per passing. The
In addition, the PON design can also incorporate
FTTF-2000 remains the most inexpensive option at
Optical Transition Node (OTN) units to economically
$55.05 per passing.
reduce fiber counts from the headend. In some
Cost issues alone, however, cannot determine the
instances, directly feeding fiber from the headend to
nearby optical receivers will be warranted while OTN
proper residential network architecture or establish the
correct migration strategy. Systems seeking to move
units—which would house low-powered transmitters
into the interactive world should also consider other
and act as optical repeaters—could be deployed to
factors that will be especially important in delivering
reduce fiber counts to outlying areas. From there, the
interactive digital signals. The long-range network
OTNs could be interconnected with bi-directional
development strategy toward apassive architecture
rings, offering enhanced network redundancy.
should include the role network capacity, reliability,
flexibility and transmission quality will play on the
Cost issues
overall cable system.
In evaluating these alternative designs, pricing
Network capacity. Current state-of-the-art cable
shows the disparity in costs between the architectures.
television systems utilize bandwidth from 50 MHz to
Figure 5numbers are based on five different network
750 MHz to provide up to 80 NTSC channels at 550
topologies and bill of materials all designed on the
MHz and up to 110 channels at 750 MHz. In the
same cable system. Because construction rates fluctufuture, both downstream and upstream bandwidth and
ate by region and type (underground, aerial), these calcorresponding channel capacity is expected to continue
culations do not reflect construction costs. Costs do
expanding. Most cable systems have responded by
include the current prices for all fiber/coaxial cable,
implementing 1GHz residential drops and passives to
optoelectronics, network powering systems, RF actives
prevent afuture retrofit at the home. With apassive
and OTN units (if applicable to the design), and 1GHz
taps and line passives. Note that the PON is the most
architecture, this 1GHz capability can be fully utilized
costly at $138 per passing. With OTN units, the PON
once the remaining active components within optical
receivers no longer limit capacity to 550 MHz or 750
costs drop to $107.95. The SSB-500 architecture runs
MHz.
$60.97 per passing for the system while acomplete
THE PREM IER M AGAZ INE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS
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V Reliability. Improved system reliability is
widely recognized as another key requirement
in advanced networks, particularly with regard
to potential telephony and data transmission
opportunities. The PON's elimination of
amplifier cascades means the distribution
plant can be protected from failures. PONs
also require less maintenance. In addition,
built-in redundancy features in optical
receivers will provide for improved reliability
between the headend and receiver locations.
V Flexibility. Most of the business opportuni-

ties that define growth potential have network
transmission requirements that differ significantly from those of the past. Systems being
engineered must have flexibility built into
them today to handle these requirements and
preserve future options. Smaller node sizing
allows the same bandwidth to be used by multiple subscribers. This capability provides
greater flexibility in the management and allocation of bandwidth. In the case of digital services, this capability minimizes the capacity
required to deliver return signals from each

Low Distortion,
No Hassle, No Lie
Fiber Optic Detectors for AM CATV
•ot,fer

•INV to -80 dBc
•Meets NTSC, PAL,
SECAM to 900 MHz
•Customized Modules
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CATV

detector specs? Tired of searching for a full service
vendor who will listen to you?
Then try EPITA>O<. We offer the broadest range of
high linearity AM CATV detector modules,
including the high performance EPM710, the
standard EPM700, and the ERM721/722 diodes
with impedance-matching networks. All modules
use our AM-2 InGaAs PIN, whose proprietary
design provides the lowest IM2.
We will also work with you to make a solution
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node location.
V Transmission quality. System performance
requirements must also be evaluated. Most
new designs are specifying aminimum carrier-to-noise (CNR) of 49 dB, composite second
order (CSO) of 53 dB, and composite triple
beat (CTB) of 53 dB as appropriate end-ofline performance benchmarks. While all of
these designs meet this criteria, other important factors include the role microreflections,
phase, and delay characteristics will have on
transmission quality as digital signals impact
the network design. Any active devices in the
system can have anegative impact on digital
signal delivery. While industry engineers are
looking very closely at this issue, actual
thresholds and impact on digital video transmission/reception have not been determined.
Another critical factor in digital transmission lies in the quality and reliability of the
subscriber drop. In many cases, today's drops
are the weakest link in the cable network,
resulting in as many as 80 percent of all service calls.
Once the industry fully adopts afull service
network and begins transmitting digital services, subscriber drops that provide satisfactory NTSC signals today may provide insufficient quality for the digital signals of tomorrow. Thus, the drop should be viewed as one
of the most vital links in the network evolutionary plan.
Today, cable operators can reduce some of
these problems by taking special care to
choose components that don't affect the
impedance of the cable. High shielding standards for passives, connectors and cable,
effective connectorization, and component
compatibility will all continue to be critical
issues in the installation process, especially as
the cable industry moves into the digital
world.

Conclusion

Interactive digital services of the future will
be available for delivery by virtually all cable
systems. Whatever network design is being
implemented, the need to deliver high-quality,
reliable digital signals will be crucial in the
years ahead. While passive architectures need
not be completely built today, network planners should evaluate the various network
topologies they're putting in place with an eye
toward migrating to the PON to meet the digital demands of the future. Keys to this migration path lie in provisioning fiber, developing
service nodes of 500 homes or less, and ensuring that asolid drop system will deliver quality analog and digital signals to the home well
into the future. CIED

Belden Fiber Optic Trunk Cable

Light years ahead for programming and profit.
What's the future of cable television?
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Optic Trunk Cable from Belden.
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How your splicers do.
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CALL 800/769-1441
FAX 606/299-6653

Belden

MOORE DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS INC.
OptiRack-Strand mounted aluminum rack for aerial slack storage of
fiber. OptiVaults-Underground vaults for pulling and storage of fiber.
Accommodates splice closures and 400 of cable. OptiTag-Custom
imprinted aluminum tags for identifying aerial cable.
Rollover-Overlash roller for aerial fiber installations.
Unique rabbit ear design prevents slipping on the strand.
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FIBER OPTIC TRUNK CABLE
Belden offers loose tube fiber optic cable in both armored and all
dielectric versions. Available in fiber counts from 4to 240 fibers.
Contact Belden today for more information.
Belden, PO Box 1980 Richmond, IN 47374
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Cable Assemblies

Comm/Scope,Inc.
fMer
THEACable in Cable TV

CALL 704/324-2200
WATS 800/982-1708
FAX 704/328-3400

RADIANT COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
Radiant manufactures fiber optic cable assemblies, including ARC and
super PC singlemode assemblies with low backreflection. Also manufactures aline of fiber optic splice and patch centers, attenuator
products, and multimode video and data systems.
P.
O.Box 867, South Plainfield, NJ 07080
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Distributors, Suppliers & Reps

CALL 800/233-7600
FAX 717/263-1547
WE OFFER

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd: Cable, fusion
Photon Systems: Analog and
splicers, accessories
digital opto electronics
Moore Diversified: Light
Preformed Line Products:
management system, vaults,
Multiple size fiber optic closures
Tektronix: Test equipment
accessories
For our complete line or more information call
800-233-7600

CALL FOR PRICING AND DELIVERY INFORMATION
Cable • Cable Assemblies • Connectors • Couplers • Distribution
Equipment • FDDI • Innerduct • LAN • Modems • Multiplexers
Multimedia Outlets • Spikes • Splice Trays • Supplies
Test Equipment • Tools • Tool Kits
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S. California
714/871-3344
Northeast
201/515-9200

CALL 908[757-7444
WATS 800/969-3427
FAX 908/757-8666

Radiant
Communications
° Corporation
0

COMM/SCOPE
Manufacturer and supplier of quality Optical Reach® fiber optic cable
featuring new Fiber Feeder and Extended Reach® 1GHz coaxial
cables featuring Quantum Reach®, P III and afull line of drop cables.
P.
O.Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603

CED

N. California
415/635-1970
Southeast
404/409-1700

Enclosures
Air

CALL 800/235-3362
FAX 317/983-5609

Enclosures

•, •
m....i.Cable Security
•

ilç,Ropiefs

CALL 205/742-0050
WATS 800/288-1506
FAX 205/742-0058

\

CABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS
Manufacturers of the Beast", lines of high security, low maintenance
apartment boxes featuring our superlock locking system; distributors
of padlocks, plastic and metal riser guard and molding products. The
BeastTM is the number one high security apartment box in Cable TV.
Don't sell your system short-invest in the best-the BeastTm.
801 Fox Trail, P.
O.Box 2796, Opelika, AL 36803
,-

CALL 717/264-7146
FAX 717/264-1634

HENNESSY PRODUCTS
Designer and manufacturer of quality aluminum and stainless steel
outdoor cabinets ideal for Hub Sites, Mini-Headends and other fiber
equipment requiring protection from the environment and vandals.
Wide range of sizes-up to building size. Options: air conditioning,
EMI/RFI shielding, insulation, heaters, lights, receptacles etc.
910 Progress Rd., P.O. Box 509, Chambersburg, PA 17201
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Interconnects

Enclosures

Mum,

CALL 800/769-1441
FAX 606/299-6653

MOORE DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS INC .
Moore Light Management Series (MLM) of enclosures for fiber optic
distribution, connectorization, termination. Five MLM models are built
for functionality, durability. MLM accessories include connector panels, splice trays, mounting brackets. Moore's MDU Security
Enclosures-heavy gauge aluminized steel construction, precision
fabrication, polyester powder paint.

\

/

\
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Networks
CALL 404/991-9200
FAX 404/994-8555

I

NEW WDM s & COUPLERS
GCT's new line of singlemode WDMs and couplers offer low insertion
loss, arange of performance levels, and avariety of packaging
options for CAN network applications. Other GCT products: Angle PC
assemblies, fiber termination cabinets, outside plant closures.
1943 Providence Court, Atlanta, GA 30337
r

CALL 708/810-5800
FAX 708/810-5640

FIBER OPTIC INTERCONNECTS
Amphenol Fiber Optic Products manufactures acomplete line of
interconnect products; custom, standard, angle polish and super PC
connectors and cable assemblies; termination systems; passive
couplers; and fixed & variable attenuators.
1925A Ohio St., Lisle, IL 60532
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Interconnects
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Amphenol
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CFAAXLL70780/84/3493.98-5424744

ANTEC is an international technology integration company specializing
in the design, engineering, manufacturing, materials management and
distribution of products for both fiber and coaxial broadband networks.
2850 W. Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
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Opto-Electronics

Networks

Raynet Systems

CALL 415/324-6400
FAX 415/324-6666

A Pulsecom-Raynet Partnership

ALS-•

CALL 203/630-5770
FAX 203/630-5701

RAYNET SYSTEMS
The Raynet Video System (RVS) from Raynet is afiber bandwidth
transport and distribution system for AM, FM, or digital n.QAM signals
in FTTC and FTTLA applications. RVS is designed to offer state-of-theart performance for 80 video channels and is compatible with all conditional access systems and all transmission standards.
155 Constitution Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025

AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE
SYSTEMS, INC.
AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS ,INC .
(A subsidiary of ADC Telecommunications, Inc.)
ALS is asingle source of complete fiber optic system solutions. ALS
products are available for VSB/AM, uncompressed digital, FM,
and DS1-DS3 loop carrier applications, plus acomplete line of fiber
optic accessories.
999 Research Pkwy., Meridan, CT 06450-8323

CED
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Opto Electronics

Opto-Electronics

Amoco Laser Company

CCO

AMOCO LASER CO .
The leading producer of diode-pumped, solid-state laser products for
the fiber optic communications industry. Amoco's microlasers are
used in high-power-budget, externally modulated CAN applications,
operating at 1.3 pm or 1.5 pm with output power to 175 mW. Amoco's
fiber amplifier features 24 dBm output power and 50 dB gain.
1251 Frontenac Rd., Naperville, IL 60563

CCOR ELECTRONICS ,INC.
C-COR offers digital and AM fiber optics, RF amplifiers, status monitoring, modems, passives, and power supplies. Services include systems
design, field engineering, technical training, equipment repair, 48-hour
emergency repair service and 24-hour hotline.
60 Decibel Rd., State College, PA 16801

e.

41161r41

CALL 708/961-8400
FAX 708/369-4299

AMOCO
nllUMOe

CED

CALL 814/238-2461
WATS 800/233-2267
FAX 814/238-4065

ELECTRONICS INC

t
.
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Opto-Electronics

EPITAXX

Opto-Electronics
CALL 609/538-1800

EPITAXX
Manufacturer of sources and detectors for 1300 and 1550 nm optical
communications. AM CATV detectors include the EPM700 and
EPM710, low distortion photodiode modules that provide IM2 to -80
dBc. Our ERM721/2 low distortion receiver modules, which operate to
600/900 MHz, incorporate impedance-matching networks.
7 Graphics Drive, West Trenton, NJ 08628

\
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Powering
CALL 800/448-5171
In-State 800/522-7464
FAX 315/682-9006

PHILIPS BROADBAND NETWORKS
A leader in the manufacture and supply of Diamond Hubrm AM fiber
optic systems including optical mainstations, compact optical
receivers, DFB and externally modulated transmitters, as well as complementary Spectrum 2000'm Network RF amplifiers.
100 Fairgrounds Dr., Manlius, NY 13104

,
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CALL 800/421-8089
ALP.

FAX 206/671-4936

TEGIIN01.04.3

Canada 604/430-1476

ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES
Alpha Technologies is the world's largest manufacturer of power
systems. The CableUPSTM line of power supplies is available to meet
your most demanding full-service powering needs. Alpha also offers a
full line of UPS systems, DC power products, Dynasty® batteries and
Amp ClampTM surge suppression products
3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226
,

'CED'

Powering
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CALL 410/987-5600
WATS 800/54-GOULD
FAX 410/987-1201

GOULD FIBER OPTICS DIVISION
Gould manufactures passive fiber optic components including:
wavelength independent splitters in the 1300 nm to 1550 nm wavelength range, singlemode and multimode couplers and WDMs
and singlemode trees and stars.
1121 Benfield Blvd., Millersville, MD 21108

CED

Opto-Electronics
PHILIPS

GOULD

FAX 609/538-1684

Powering
CALL 800/551-3790
FAX 706/548-5493

Lectro

LECTRO PRODUCTS, INC.
Lectro's UPS products, line conditioners and complete line of single
ferro and dual redundant power systems designed to protect and
support cable plant and telephony. UPS and ZTT versions provide zero
transfer time to battery back-up during power outages and low
power conditions.
420 Athena Dr., Athens, GA 30601

BPOWER GUARD

CALL 205/742-0055
WATS 800/288-1507
FAX 205f742-0058

World leader in supplying Global Network Powering Solutions.
Manufactures a complete line of foreign and domestic power supplies
including UPS's, standbys and non-standbys in totally modular AC
and DC versions. Our "Power by DesignTM" concept reduces operating costs. Battery VaultsTM will extend battery lives. Manufacturing the
strand mountable Power CastTM, the Power ClampTM surge protectors
and distributing Johnson Controls batteries.
801 Fox Trail, P O. Box 2796, Opelika, AL 36803

CED
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Scrap Cable

Technical Journal

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES,INC.

CALL 303/393-7449

PH 219/892-5537

FAX 303/393-6654

FAX 219/892-5624
- 1411110».1111i 111111.All .71.1.11.•• CASH ASO MOO LONE 0.1.1

Midwest Cable Services, Inc.
Nationwide Buyers
Scrap CATV Cable and Used Line Gear

Ken Howard

P.O. Box 96
Argos, IN 46501

Ron Hensley
\
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THE PREMIER MAGAZINE OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
Since the advent of fiber optics in cable TV, CED magazine has consistently published more fiber optics articles than any other magazine serving the industry and continues to publish two fiber-only issues each
year. See the light...read CED.
600 S. Cherry St, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222
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Test Equipment/Cable & Telcom

••

Test Equipment

PHONE 800/336-9681
FAX 703/434-9847

CALL 800f746-4578
603/753-6362
FAX 603/753-6201

fIGHT&
,eCAN
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
4Beede Con pin,

COMSONICS, INC.
Manufacturers and distributors of fiber optic test equipment, leakage
detection equipment, and signal level meters. We offer the
convenience of full modularity with our WindowLite PlusTm and its
AttachAble modules, SnifferLïteTM, PrintLiteTM, FiberLiteTm and
DeltaLiteTM. We have the largest on-site CATV repair facility anywhere
and we offer on-site training.

Fiber Optic Power Meters & Light Sources
LightScan's optical test equipment operate at 1310 and 1550nm, and
are highly accurate across the entire operating range regardless of
temperature. The power meters offer stored reference capabilities and
abacklit LCD. The LED sources have ahigh output power that is
stable, and offer greater flexibility in asmall package.
175 S. Main St. PO Box 8910, Penacook, NH 03303-8910

CED

CED

Test Equipment

Test Equipment

MRDC

CALL 908/469-9510
FAX 908/469-0418

TEST EQUIPMENT
INCORPORATED

W AV=EK

200 WOOD AVENUE, MIDDLESEX, NJ 08846

WATS 800/622-5515
Outside US & CAN 317/788-5965
Customer Service 800/851-1198
FAX 317/782-4607

A COMPLETE LINE OF FIBER OPTIC TEST EQUIPMENT!
Wavetek is your single source for fiber optic & CATV test equipment.
All products feature Wavetek quality, technical expertise and support:

MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATORS
DISTORTION ANALYZERS
CUSTOM DESIGNED TEST EQUIPMENT

•OTDRs

•Power Meters •Portable Laser Sources
•Feature Finders •Fault Locators
5808 Churchman Bypass, Indianapolis, IN 46203-6109

CED

CED
2 \

Did you know?
* CED offers a monthly department called FiberLine, specifically devoted to fiber optics.

* CED devotes two entire issues to the subject of fiber optics every year.
* CED published more fiber-related articles than its closest competitor in 1993.

CED

Lighting the way with fiber optics
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VENTURA C OUNTY C ASE STUDY

Rebuilding
"mcko:Igenura
able for the
digital future
C

By Ron Goodrich, Staff Engineer, Western
Communications; and Tom Williams, Project
Manager, Ventura County Cable

When you're rebuilding asystem for the dig-

The assignment to explore technology and
architecture concepts for the rebuild fell to
Ron Goodrich, who at the time was the director of engineering for Ventura County Cable.
Ron, along with Par Peterson, the corporate
director of engineering and Tom Williams, the
VCC project manager, conducted comprehensive research by reading industry publications
and white papers and talking to equipment
vendors as well as other cable systems.
The first rebuild segment of the Ventura
County Cable system had aclassic "tree-andbranch" architecture with avery long cascade.

Located in along, narrow valley, the system
has aunique topology: at its widest point from
east to west, it is only two to three miles,
while being 18 miles from north to south. It
was being served by a45-amplifier cascade
which did not provide satisfactory signal quality or reliability levels.
This led the technical team to the conclusion early on that aStar-Star-Bus architecture
was the best concept for the system needs. It
was also determined that, initially, 12 fibers
could run to nodes serving 500 homes as compared to larger node sizes of 2,500 homes,
resulting in improved reliability levels. This
concept would also provide aplatform for the
future in which the 500-home pockets could
be narrowed to 75-home pockets.
At the time, it seemed that the only fiber
optic product that was available for this architecture was based on DFB technology.
Although the ultimate goal was to have adigital fiber application, digital technology was
not perfected and was not within financial
consideration. Then, Ron Goodrich, who by
this time had become the staff engineer at
Western Communications' corporate office in

ital future, especially in this era of converging
technologies and applications, there is no
established pattern to use as guidelines.
Operators have to guide themselves through
an array of choices of architecture schemes,
technology and equipment to meet objectives
based on existing plant, demographics, geography, resources and budgets. Ventura County
Cable in California, apart of
OJAI
Western Communications, is a
system that is successfully naviMOORPARK
FILLMORE
gating amajor rebuilding pro11.5 ini.
13.5 mi.
gram using innovative approaches in design, technology and
SANTA
implementation.
PAULA
6.5 mi.
In 1990, Western
SOUTH MOUNTAIN
Communications faced the need
to rebuild the Ventura County
Cable (VCC) system to meet
CAMARILLO 2
8.5 mi.
franchise requirements. Western
nOLSEN
CAMARILLO 1
ROAD
Communications, however, had
C1).
STAND ALONE
never experienced amajor
4.5 mi.
HEADEND
rebuild in its history. The compa24 .fibers
AGOURA
ny had grown primarily through
ROAD
acquisition and newbuild.
6.5 mi.
.5 WI
16 fibers
Although the rebuild objecNEWBURY
RASNOW
tives were broad in nature, they
GRISSOM
PARK
PEAK
ROAD
were basically: 1) have the ability to accommodate the maximum
POTRERO
TO
ROAD
CALABASAS,
channel capacity that was possiOAK PARK,
ble, 2) incorporate fiber technolAGOURA
ogy for lower maintenance and
KEY
higher reliability, 3) implement
1993 REBUILD
an architecture that would provide the best possible service to
1994 REBUILD
an existing subscriber base and
be fully flexible and passive to
HEADEND SITE
The Ventura County Cable fiber rebuild.
enable migration to future services such as video-on-demand,
HUB SITE
interactive programs, and any
telecommunications traffic in the
Ç) HUB SITE WITH OPTICAL CASCADE
area.

o

o

0
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Put the strength and skill

of acommunications giant
to work in your cable network.
Get ready for the cable revolution.
Fiber optics are opening new doors for cable networks
with staggering swiftness. New channels. Interactive
programming. Telephone service. HDTV. The list of new
services is limited only by the imagination.
To open your cable network to these emerging
technologies, you need afiber optic cable with worldclass reliability.
Nobody focuses aworld of resources on the exacting
science of fiber optics like Alcatel, the world's largest

manufacturer of cable. To each fiber we produce we
bring the power and innovation of acompany that
employs more than 1,300 scientists and 18,000
engineers worldwide. And the experience earned by
spending billions of dollars on R&D to build networks
on five continents.
Whatever your fiber optic cable needs, put the
strength and skill of acommunications giant to work for
you. Call 800-729-3737 for the Alcatel fiber optic
cable supplier nearest your growing network.

ALCATEL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

(ABLE

P.O. Box 39 Claremont, NC 28610-0039 (800) 729-3737
1993 Alcatel Telecommunications Cable
Circle Reader Service No. 34

VENTURA C OUNTY C ASE STUDY
San Francisco, learned about anew technology based on adiode-pumped Nd:YAG laser.
The system features an optical transmitter
with an externally-modulated solid state laser
and advanced predistortion linearization.

Cost-effective YAG technology
After seeing ademonstration of this new
technology, Western Communications
requested performance specifications and pricing based on the planned concept. Although
the specifications numbers were impressive,
the initial pricing seemed to be outside the
budget. However, acloser examination was
made of the application requirements. Up to
that time, YAG technology had been used
only in point-to-point, long haul supertrunking
applications. However, the technical team
came to realize that by taking asingle YAG
transmitter and attaching anumber of couplers
on the output, one transmitter could serve
multiple nodes, providing approximately an 8
to 1efficiency ratio. If an equivalent number
of DFB transmitters were purchased to serve
the same number of subscribers, the costs
were almost equal.
Once the financial issue was resolved, the
next step was to test the field viability of this
architecture concept and new technology. The
Ventura County Cable system ordered and
installed anumber of YAG transmitters and
receivers as well as anetwork management
system that could remotely monitor and pinpoint trouble spots. Installation and set-up
proceeded quickly since the YAG system
allows set-up functions to be done upfront at
the headend rather than in the field.

Highest quality in worst case
At the end of 1992, the system ran aproof
of performance test on all areas that had been
rebuilt up to that point. An independent testing firm, not affiliated with the equipment
manufacturer or the system, was commissioned to conduct the testing. Measurement
began at the deepest part of the system using a
fully loaded 80 channel non-modulated
MATRIX generator.
The technical team expected to see carrierto-noise (CNR) numbers in the 48 dB to 49
dB range, composite triple beat (CTB) in the
57 dB to 58 dB range, and composite second
order (CSO) in the 57 dB to 58 dB range. In
fact, at the deepest point of any subscriber
from the headend, CNR measured 53 dB and
54 dB, CTB at 65 dB and CSO at 63 dB and
64 dB. Nineteen separate tests were conducted
at 19 different locations throughout the system
to confirm the validity of the outcome. At
every point the numbers were significantly

60

higher than expectations. The results were so
impressive that the individual performing the
tests remarked that he had never seen those
kind of distortion levels acheived anywhere in
his career.
After the proof of performance tests confirmed the viability of the concept, VCC was
ready to implement the second stage of the
rebuild. In order to accommodate future digital services and new revenue streams, the system designers wanted to create a360-degree
bi-directional fiber ring in the service area.
First, they needed to retire some of the existing high power AML microwave equipment to
improve performance and add channel capacity without having to invest in additional
microwave equipment that would have to then
be retired in afew years. But, the question
was: How can this be accomplished when digital technology is still not quite ready?

Optical cascades
Goodrich proposed the idea that YAG
transmitters could be used in cascade. In parallel, the manufacturer of the YAG transmitter
was developing anew product that could be
used for that purpose. Ventura County Cable
volunteered to be the Beta test site for the new
transmitter and shortly afterward became the
first system to place it into operation in the
United States.
The new YAG device produces an RF output that has a3dB higher CNR than is generated from asingle link. This is accomplished
by the transmission of two dual complementary-phased optical output signals (as in a
"push-pull" amplifier) to two separate
receivers. The receivers each output an RF signal which is combined in the next transmitter.
The first transmitter is used from the main
headend to feed another transmitter, and that
in turn feeds into the local distribution sites.
This architectural approach opens up the possibility of having three different levels of fiber
rings in asingle service area. For example, a
small ring can be executed for acommercial
area to accommodate PCN or telephony services. In 1993, the system rebuilt approximately 350 miles of plant and successfully
retired seven microwave sites using this
method. And once again, superior performance levels were acheived with the added
benefit of expanded channel capacity.

The rewards
What has Western Communications learned
from this experience? First, this method of
rebuild keeps the customer disruption level at
aminimum. Ventura County Cable didn't
completely rebuild its distribution system nor

CEO :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

did it rebuild it all at once. The system used or
upgraded existing cable whenever possible.
The portions that needed rebuilding were done
in very small "modules," disrupting service to
only asmall number of homes at atime. Much
of the work was pre-staged and then completed in atwo- to three-day period between the
hours of 7a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The timeframe
was based on the community
demographics—two-job households where the
majority of the customers were gone during
the day. Therefore, hardly any subscriber
complaints were received.
Second, the system has more control over
the implementation process. Supervision is
easier because installers are concentrated in
small areas for shorter periods of time.
Therefore, it is easier to maintain ahigh level
of quality control.
Third, apractical feature of this architecture
concept is the flexibility when it relates to
node sizes. The nodes in the Ventura County
Cable system, on average, serve 500 homes
each. However, the architecture allows the
system to create varying size nodes where natural geography (mountains, lakes, etc), manmade geography (highways, power grids),
political boundries (cities, counties), and existing plant come into strong consideration.
Some of the nodes have as few as 300
homes. Each node is totally "independent" of
one another and in no case does anode straddle any kind of barrier like the ones listed
above. Reliability is vastly improved since an
outage in apocket can be contained without
affecting service to other homes.
Ventura County Cable is now 24 months
into its rebuilding program. The system has
approximately 35 optical receivers in operation and has yet to experience afailure.
Best of all, 45,000 subscribers to date are
receiving dramatically improved picture quality—in fact, they are seeing headend quality pictures. VCC has documented calls from subscribers wanting to know what the system did
to improve their reception so much. At 55 dB
carrier-to-noise, VCC is acheiving near studio
quality and has already exceeded the 1996
FCC recommended standard of 47 dB CNR.
And finally, the system can easily and cost
effectively migrate to digital technology. All
the fiber will be inlaid in preparation for
future SONET applications.
Western Communications and Ventura
County Cable is continuing its major rebuilding program into 1994. And as aresult of the
willingness to move forward with new techniques and concepts, will be fully prepared for
whatever develops in the cable industry in the
next decade. CIED
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Communication
superhighways
demand highly
reliable powering
networks. Power
Guard is aworld
leader in supplying
simple so1utions to
these complex
powering issues.
Call today to
discuss your
powering
requirements.

801 Fox Trail
P.O. Box 2796
Opelika, Al 36803
800 288-1507
205 742-0055
205 742-0058 Fax
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Time Warner's
Jim
Ludington
takes
top honors
as Polaris
Award winner

$2,000 donated to fiber
optic training in his name

By Leslie Ellis
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im Ludington, VP of technology for Time Warner's
Full Service Network project in Orlando, Fla., last
month received the coveted Polaris Award, presented
in recognition of adecade's worth of exertion in fiber
optic technology deployment.
The award, created by CED, Corning Inc. and the
SCTE, is named after the Polaris Star, known as both a
navigational standard and the brightest star in the
evening sky.
Tom Staniec, director of engineering for
NewChannels Corp. and last year's Polaris Award winner, presented the award during the SCTE's annual
Conference on Emerging Technologies, held in
Phoenix, Ariz. last month.
Ludington earned the award for his work at Time
Warner over the past 11 years, where he pre-engineered and installed "thousands" of sheath miles of
optical cable in some 20 Time Warner divisions.
In accepting the award, the humble Ludington said
he was "flattered but embarrassed" to receive such a
distinction, citing instead ateam effort to implement
the designs of Time Warner engineering gurus Jim
Chiddix and Dave Pangrac. "Projects like the ones I've
been working on don't happen because of one person,"
Ludington said, referencing his Denver, Colo.-based
engineering colleagues.
But it is Ludington's interesting blend of panache,
wit and deterrnination that likely propelled the 36-yearold to his role as one of the cable industry's rising
CEO : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN

stars. His ascent has been swift at Time Warner. From
his start in 1983, Ludington has worked his way up
from routine construction work to some very high profile projects, including the company's 1
-GHz project in
Brooklyn/Queens, N.Y., which he spearheaded just
over two years ago.
These days, he's consumed with the muchtouted Full Service
Network trial, slated to
fire up in Orlando, Fla.
in April.
Specifically,
Ludington's roots in
I
ightwave technology
started in fiber backbone
installations, followed
by fiber-to-the-feeder
networks when that concept materialized. A
self-starter, Ludington
completed the National
Cable Television
Institute's fiber optic come and has penned numerous
fiber optic construction articles in trade publications.
For his efforts, Corning officials presented Ludington
with apiece of Stueben crystal aptly entitled "Rising
Star" and donated $2,000 in his name to the SCTE to
fund fiber optic educational programs. CED

"Projects like

the ones I've

been working

on don't
happen

because of one
person."
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Congratulations
to Jim Ludington
from the rest
of the Full Service
Network Team

TIMEWARNER
CADLE
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The only constant is change...
By Leslie Ellis

J

ust under 1,000 technical personnel representing
cable, telco and related communications industries fled
to sunny Phoenix, Ariz. last month—many left behind
bitter cold, snow and ice storms on the East Coast—to
attend the SCTE's annual Conference on Emerging
Technologies. Attendance, up 25 percent over last
year's record 750 attendees, apparently reflects athirst
for details about digital, lightwave and advanced networking technologies.
There were no earth-shattering or startling
announcements at this year's conference—no cable
MSOs were gobbled up by an RBOC; no massive
interactive trials introduced. What did emerge from
the conference were these oft-repeated conclusions:
digital is real; the tried-and-true cable TV business is
changing; network preparedness is key.

IYIPEG-2 discussions abound
Digital video compression, standardization and
implementation issues dominated the first phase of the
three-part conference. In particular, panelists focused
heavily on MPEG-2, an ISO standard under development for digital video storage and transmission appli-

cations.
"The cable industry will play the key role in deciding interoperability issues for the MPEG-2 video compression standard," said TV-COM International's Larry
Leske, who presented apre-conference tutorial session
on the subject. MPEG-2, Leske said, was designed to
be economically asymmetrical, such that decoders are
simple and inexpensive and encoders are complex.
However, he explained, the MPEG-2 motion prediction
technique imposes amassive real-time computational
burden on encoders, possibly beyond the current stateof-the-art processing technologies.
Detailing the MPEG-2 standard was Ken Metz of
AT&T Bell Laboratories' CATV Systems Group,
whose presentation illuminated the cost vs. benefit
tradeoffs of the different MPEG-2 profiles. The type of
processing used, memory and powering are three variables which embody decoder cost, Metz said.
"Memory cost (within the MPEG-2 decoder) is
clearly an issue. How much, and how fast? That's
what's important," Metz said. "Any time you add
speed, you need to add memory."

Digital implementation
Stepping back abit from the bit-level digital compression presentations was Bill Nash, TCI project engineer on compression technology, who related findings
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Surf's Up!
Lennie Is Headed To
"Fiber U" In Long Beach
To Learn More About
Fiber Optics!
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He's coming to the

fotec Fiber Optic Installer's Conference, the "hands-on" training conference

just for fiber optics, July 25-28, 1994 at the Sheraton Hotel in Long Beach, California!
Call 1-800-50-Fiber for details.

fotec

THE FIBER OPTIC TEST EQUIPMENT COMPANY. BOX 246, BOSTON, MA 02129
(800) 537-8254 IN MA: (617) 241-7810 FAX (617)241-8616 TELEX 501372
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Warts
Award
Winner.
With fiber optics forming the
foundation of our industry's
future, it's nice to know Jim
Ludington of Time-Warner
Cable is helping shape that
future with aconsistently
high standard of innovation
and vision.
Congratulations, Jim, on winning this year's Polaris
Award and helping to develop the network of the
future.

CED

Magazine
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on TCI's digital compression field tests in Colorado.
The good news: Nash said all indications point to successful digital signal carriage if all FCC performance
specifications are met.
"Systems meeting FCC performance standards
should be home free for digital," Nash said. Potential
system performance problems encountered during
TCI's digital compression trials included interference
from terrestrial microwave links into C-band satellite
downlinks; inadequate performance of some older lownoise block downconvertors; excessive phase noise in
some types of AML systems; and direct pickup, ingress
interference and reflections in drop cables, connectors
and consumer-installed equipment.
Brian Bauer, applications engineering manager at
Raychem Corp., detailed the potential performance
problems in drop line and inside wiring. Splitters, for
example, are likely to be amajor cause of reflections,
which result in intersymbol interference in digital signals.
Other sources of potential interference to digital signals include loose F-connector fittings and customerinstalled cables with inadequate shielding, which could
cause noise from motors and radio signals from pagers
to enter the system and cause interference, Bauer said.
However, both Bauer and Nash agreed that adaptive
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equalization techniques in digital set-top boxes should
correct for those reflections.

Optical technologies
Fiber optics, for many years the featured attraction
of the Emerging Technologies conference (back when
it was called the "Fiber Optics" conference), still dominated asignificant portion of the conference schedule.
Topics within that segment ranged from SONET-based
regional interconnects and passive optical networks to
fiber feeder cable and fiber organization within the
cable headend.
During adiscussion related to advanced network
development, Time Warner's Senior VP of
Engineering and Technology Jim Chiddix unveiled a
new concept being considered to drive fiber deeper
into the neighborhood.
Dubbed "fiber deep," the new design aims to serve
nodes of 150 homes or less. "We would still bring a
single fiber into aneighborhood of about 500 passings," Chiddix explained, "but the idea is to then split
that to feed several different nodes with the same signals."
The idea of "fiber deep," Chiddix said, is to make
the system more reliable and flexible. "Feeding four,
low-cost nodes instead of one central node reduces the
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amount of coaxial plant necessary, so system
reliability is increased," Chiddix said. In Time
Warner's Kansas City, Mo. model, for example, outages totaling nine hours per year were
reduced to 1.3 hours per year after implementing the "fiber deep" approach. "That closely
approaches the 99.99 percent reliability number we're all striving for," Chiddix said.
Chiddix also related "encouraging results"
from Time Warner's Orlando, Fla.-based
experiments in using the 900 MHz to 1GHz
spectrum for reverse signal transmission from
the digital set-top to the headend. In Orlando,
Time Warner has tested the higher band
upstream transmission capability instead of
the traditional 5MHz-35 MHz subsplit,
Chiddix said.
In adiscussion following the conference,
Chiddix said Time Warner is investigating
three different methods to handle two-way
transmission. "It's an important consideration
for the industry," Chiddix said, because of
forthcoming video telephony, PCS and other,
unforeseen applications.
In addition to the high frequency return
experiment in Orlando, Time Warner will also
be testing an expanded subsplit (from 5MHz
to 42 MHz), and spread spectrum technology
developed by Unisys for military defense
applications. The latter test will be conducted
in conjunction with CableLabs at its
Louisville, Colo, location over the next four
months.

active services; 40 percent said they were
"somewhat interested."
Still, hovering in and even among the
throngs of engineers at this year's event were
competitive forces—and questions.
In fact, most attendees ignored the beckoning Arizona sunshine to sit-in on apanel titled
"Who are these guys?", which included representatives from two RBOCs, an MMDS
provider, aDBS provider and a28-GHz technology provider.
Each panelist provided an overview of his

company; alively question and answer period
followed which challenged moderator and
Post-Newsweek Cable VP of Engineering Ted
Hartson's glib insight—"the cable industry has
more bandwidth by accident than the telephone industry has on purpose."
Which contender did attendees find the
most scary? According to aHartson's
"applause-o-meter," where attendees clapped
for the panelist they found most disconcerting
from acompetitive perspective, it was the tel cos—and specifically. Pacific Bell.... CUED

The Society of Cable
Television Engineers,
sponsor of the
1,104 CONFERENCE ON

If you build it ...

But what of two-way communications,
deep fiber deployment and advanced, selfhealing cable networks: will subscribers want
and pay for the onslaught of new services the
emerging technologies enable?
That was interactive TV expert Gary
Arlen's question during aluncheon address,
where he rattled off ahistorical list of almost
adozen failed, '80s-era interactive
ventures—or, as he put it, his"hall of shame"
entries.
Will history repeat itself in the '90s?
Probably not, according to Arlen. Instead,
interactivity will likely thrive in the '90s,
because of technological innovation, home
preparedness and "the Nintendo generation."
"Soon enough, the ideal subscriber won't
be the couch potato, but the mouse potato,"
Arlen said. "This person goes far beyond the
power zappers to the people who love to point
and click."
He cited asurvey of families with earnings
over $35,000 ayear as further evidence of
interactivity's potential. In that survey, 26 percent said they'd be "very interested" in inter-

Thanks to the 950
attendees who were
with us in Phoenix
See you at EMERGING
TECHNOLOGIES 1995!
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The issue: Proof testing redux

FAX

By now, cable systems with more than 1,000 subscribers should have completed the third round of technical tests mandated by the FCC. A year ago, technicians performed the tests and often found alot of net-

work shortcomings. This month, we'd like to know how
you feel about the tests and whether you think your system has improved over the past 12 months.

The questions:

7. Do you think performing the tests twice ayear is necessary, or would one test annually be enough?

1. Has your system completed the mandated proof-ofperformance testing for January/February 1994?

One's enough

EJ

8. Roughly how many manhours were required to com-

No

Yes

Don't know

Two's OK

Don't know

plete the proof tests, including the documentation?

2. Do you think the results gathered during the test re-

manhours

flect the overall performance of the entire system?

EJ

EJ

EJ

Don't know

No

Yes

3. How do the results from this latest round of tests
compare to last year's results?

EJ

Same

EJ

6.1s this more, less or about the same amount of time
you anticipated to spend doing the tests?

EJ

More

EJ

Less

EJ

About same

10. Are you required to submit the test results to your
local franchise administrator?

Better

Worse

Don't know

4. Do you think you have the proper resources (man-

EJ

Yes

No

Don't know

303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page and
fax it back to us at the number above or mail it to CED,
600 South Cherry Street,
Suite 400, Denver, Colo.
80222.
We will tally the results
and print them in afuture issue. Your suggestions for future questions are always
welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request your
name to be withheld, but
please fill out the name and
job information to ensure
that only one response per
person is tabulated.

Your name and title:

power and equipment) to perform these tests regularly?

EJ

Yes

No

Don't know

5. Have you made any changes to your preventive maintenance program since the advent of the tests last year?

EJ

Yes

EJ

No

EJ

Don't know

6. Do you think the current method of testing causes too
many service interruptions, even if they come late at
night?

Yes

No

11. If so, has your local franchise administrator consulted with you or requested more information about the
tests?

EJ

Yes

EJ

No

EJ

System name:

Don't know

12. Has your system been tested by an independent con-

Your MSO:

sultant or engineer?

Yes

No

Don't know

Your comments about testing:

Location:

Your job function:

Don't know
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RESULTS
Operators who have systems covering more than a
single geographic community are increasingly interested
in interconnecting those facilities to save money and
reduce redundant facilities,
according to our survey on
interconnects. Importantly,
operators are also increasingly interested in cooperating with aneighboring operator to cover entire geographic areas, the survey reveals.
While only 17 percent of
the respondents said their
system was interconnected
with another operators', twothirds of those responding
say they are considering
such an interconnect and 83
percent say they think their
neighbor would welcome
such an arrangement.
Why? Most operators are
intrigued because of the
prospect of additional revenue through data transfer or
advertising sales over their
systems, the survey points
out. Some respondents even
said the advent of telephony
over cable would be greatly
facilitated through such interconnects.
All respondents said interconnects will be very important in the future, and that
proprietary approaches to issues like signal security can
be overcome through technological advances to make
interconnects more feasible.

The issue: Interconnects
During the Atlantic Cable Show last October, an enlightening panel session focused on interconnects both
within acable system and between neighboring cable
systems. Interconnects will likely become an important

issue if cable operators want to be the conduit through
which data and voice services flow across the country.
But are cable operators ready to approach business opportunities cooperatively? This survey intended to find out.

The results:

the opportunity to interconnect with your system?
Yes

1. Does your system geographically cover more than
one community?
Yes

83%

No

17%

Don't know

0%

2. Does your system have multiple headends serving the
local franchise area?
Yes

33

No

67

Don't know

o

3. Does your system use microwave to deliver television
signals throughout awide area?
Yes

17

No

83

Don't know
0

4. Has your system considered interconnecting adjacent
cable plants with fiber optics (or already completed an
interconnect project)?
Yes

83

No

17

Don't know

o

5. Do you think an interconnect could save your system
money over the long term?
Yes

67

No

17

Don't know

17

6. Has your system considered interconnecting with

neighboring MSO for business reasons (data transfer or
advertising interconnect)? In other words, would an interconnect bring you more revenue?
Yes
83

No

Don't know

o

Yes

17

No

83

Don't know
0

8. Do you think your neighboring MSO would welcome

CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN
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10. Why or why not? (multiple answers allowed)
Ad sales

83

Data transfer

17

Telephony

17

Other

34

11. In your opinion, how important will interconnects
be in the future?
Important
100

Not important

Don't know

12. Do you think cable operators can overcome individual approaches (i.e. signal security) and interconnect
their systems effectively?
Yes
100

No

O

Don't know

O

13. Do you think the technology exists to effectively integrate two neighboring cable systems?

Your comments:

No

Don't know

17

Yes

33

o

9. Do you think it's important to interconnect with a

Yes
100

67

Don't know

17

neighboring system(s) owned by another MSO?

7. Is your system already interconnected with aneighboring MSO?

76

No

83

No

Don't know

O

"Interconnects must be made for more system reach,
i.e.: data transfer for banks, etc."
—John Wallis, Adams CATV of northeastern Pennsylvania
"I like the concept of asuper headend. With the huge increase in bandwidth, we'll be able to effectively target
smaller markets."
—Elmer Day, Northeast Cable, Dunmore, Pa.
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PRODUCT/SERVICES
CED Product/Services Update offers the latest
equipment and services available.
Many of these are featured at
The Texas Show.

Call For Your
Free Copy.

Commercial Spun
Aluminum Antennas
DH accuracy & high efficiency

SIZES
3 meter 10'
3.3 meter 11'
3.7 meter 12'
3.9 meter 13'

The 1994
Budco
Catalog is
packed with
more products than
ever from fine names
like Tyton, Klein
Tools, Cable Pro,
Lemco Tools, Cable
Prep, Cable Tek,

Budco,
and
more.
We'll ship
your
catalog
—and all your orders
—within 48 hours.
Call for your free copy
today.

Budco
'
A CTaploch Company.

Setting The Industry Standard In Drop Mprkers.

1-800-331-2246 Ask For Dept. #3024 Fax: 1-918-252-1997
P.O. BOX 3065 TULSA, OK 74101
See us at the Texas Show, Booths #118, 120

4.2 meter 14'
4.5 meter 14'8"
5 meter 16'

CALL FOR PRICING
(800) 627-9443

GIBRALTER:
Dual Axis motorized Az/el
mount, standard with

See us at the Texas Show incompatible
RC2000, PC
San Antonio, TX, Booth # 132 dual axis controller.

DH Satellite

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406

L

Fax (608) 3264233

to

SVNN3.LNV

ACCESSORIES

Each update features a reader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the reader service card located
between pages 66 81, 67. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

M Y VIEW

Almost from the beginning of time (CATV time, that

is) the telcos have contended that distribution of video
by wire was their divine right, ordained at the creation
of public service commissions.
Some time in the 1950s, we stumbled
upon aconfidential internal Bell System
feasibility study, analyzing not only the
technology of wired video, but the politics
and economics as well. Clearly, the 500 or
so CATV systems then in existence, with a
combined total of fewer than 500,000 subscribers, were perceived as trespassers on
sacred turf.

Telco vs
CATV
battles:
Areview

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

90

The 1956 Consent Decree

In 1956, AT&T and the U.S.
Department of Justice signed aConsent
Decree resulting in the dismissal of
antitrust litigation initiated in 1949. AT&T
agreed to limit its activities, and those of
its Western Electric manufacturing subsidiary, to the field of tariffed and regulated common carrier telecommunications
services. Before the divestiture order in
1982, the Bell Telephone Companies were
part of AT&T. Therefore, they could not
provide unregulated CATV services directly to the public, although CATV operators
felt like they were indeed regulated by
FCC and municipalities. Non-Bell companies, such as General, United, Continental,
and others were free to establish CATV
networks, frequently within their own service areas.
And they did.
Then, about 1963, Frederick W. Ford, then chairman
of the FCC and later NCTA president, advanced an
idea based on Section 214 of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended. Section 214 relates to the extension of communication lines to provide common carrier services under strict regulation and public tariffs.
This provided the legal basis for the so-called "leaseback" services offered to potential CATV operators by
several Bell companies in the late '60s and mid '70s.
Cable TV is acapital intensive business, and the
leaseback was particularly attractive to capital-starved
cable operators, or canny investors who saw the opportunity to tap into the enormous financial resources of
the Bell System. It was agreat idea, but the devil was
in the details.
The plan was for the telco to construct the plant, and
assume responsibility for performance, from headend
multiplexer to subscriber tap. The lessee, i.e. operator,
would be responsible for contstructing and maintaining
the headend, and for all dealings with subscribers,
including marketing, sales, installs, disconnects and
trouble calls. The Section 214 tariffs established a
fixed monthly lease payment, per channel, based on
plant mileage. No allowances were provided for varying degrees of penetration. Thus, if amilitary base was
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

closed down, the operator took the hit, since the lease
payment was fixed for 15 to 20 years, regardless of
revenues.
The telcos were heartless landlords. When the city
demanded an increase in channel capacity or new services, the telcos refused to upgrade the system until the
plant had been fully amortized over the "normal" 1520 year life. After all, the telco was not subject to city
franchise requirements.
The surprising thing was that the telcos, who were
highly regarded for their technical and maintenance
expertise, did avery poor job of constructing CATV
networks. In one case, they designed the network based
on the architecture once proposed but quickly abandoned by Jerrold, using alternating channel loopthrough connection of headend processors with negligible isolation. It did not work, and the telco refused to
provide the additional amplification required for what
should have been considered conventional multiplexing.
Perhaps even more difficult for the operator was the
divided responsibility for service. The lessee was
obligated to make the initial response to trouble calls,
and to make any repairs indicated in the headed, service drop or customer premises. If the fault were found
(or suspected) to be in the distribution network, the service technician could notify the telco service department, which would put the problem in the queue for
processing along with all other telco service problems.
Of course, this led inevitably to controversy as to
whether the fault was in: (1) customer owned equipment; (2) the service drop; (3) the headend; (4) the
originating signal source; or (5) the leased facilities.
The operator was not supposed to conduct tests on the
telco plant. Naturally, the telco repairman was likely to
contend that the telco plant was not at fault.
By the mid 1970s, the telcos began selling back to
the operators their television plant, overlashed on telco
strand. The operators then would have to rebuild in
order to provide the required 12-inch clearance.

MFJ and divestiture
Then, in 1982, came another AT&T consent decree
and the Modified Final Judgment (MFJ) in settlement
of antitrust litigation initiated in 1974. AT&T was
required to divest its local telephone operations, the
Bell Operating Companies (BOC). The 1956 Consent
Decree was modified to give AT&T the conditional
right to expand into new markets for information processing equipment and services. The remaining restrictions imposed by the MFJ, the FCC, the Cable Act of
1984 and others on telco entry into cable TV are rapidly
being dissolved by the courts, Congress, and the FCC.
The principle is often expressed, even by legislators
and regulators, that as the barriers to telco entry in
cable fall, barriers to cable entry in telephony must also
fall. It remains to be seen whether this will happen
with effective symmetry, and whether cable TV can
muster the necessary capital and technological skill to
take advantage of the unfolding opportunities. CED
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BOTTOM LINE
r

CONTEC

Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.
CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.
• Experienced, factory trained technicians

Ill Stringent quality control procedures
• Security clearance of each shipment

III Efficient customer service
• Fast turnaround and delivery

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* COfYTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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Theintegrated
Drop System

Y
our drop is more than just parts —it's asystem.
ANTEC offers anew way to approach the
drop —as acomplete system. The Integrated
Drop System (IDS)'" consists of individual
products, engineered as asystem, and tested
to ensure component compatibility.
Backed with training, technical support,
standardized installation procedures, and
other value-added benefits, the IDS approach
ensures consistency in your drops.

ids

integrated drop system

IDS enhances the performance of your cable
network, and substantially reduces trouble calls.
The industry's first drop system, IDS increases
the quality of your service today, and prepares
you for the future of your network.
From now on, when you think drop — think
system. And when you think system — think IDS.
Learn how the Integrated Drop System can
benefit your network —call the ANTEC office
nearest you.

ANTEC
ANTEC •Rolling Meadows, Illinois (708) 437-5777
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901 • (800) 242-1181 •Chicago, Illinois (708) 350-7788 • (800) 544-5368 •Dallas, Texas (214) 717-4933 • (800) 231-5006
Denver, Colorado (303) 740-8949 • (800) 841-1531 •Iron Mountain, Michigan (906) 774-4111 • (800) 624-8358 •Montreal, Quebec (514) 636-1421 •(800) 561-9710
Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630 • (800) 854-0443 •Seattle, Washington (206) 838-9552 • (800) 438-9290 •Toronto, Ontario (905) 507-6226 • (800) 665-1482
Vancouver, British Columbia (604) 276-9466 •(800) 665-2929 •Wharton, New Jersey (201) 328-0980 • (800) 631-9603
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